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In broad terms, Recommender Systems use machine learning techniques to process his-
torical data about their user's interests, encoded in user proles. Once the algorithms
used have been trained on user proles, their output is used to compile a ranked list of
all resources available for recommendation, based on each prole.
Collaborative Filtering is the most widespread method of carrying this out, building
on the intuition that similar people will be interested in the same things. The point
of failure in this approach lies in that similarity can only be assessed between users
that have expressed their preferences on a common set of resources. This requirement
prohibits the sharing of preference data across dierent systems, and causes additional
problems when new resources for recommendation become available, or when new users
subscribe to the system.
I propose that the diculty can be overcome by identifying and exploiting semantic re-
lationships between the resources available for recommendation themselves. Moreover,
systems that are able to assess the strength of the relationship between any two resources
can provide recommendations from multiple domains. For example, music recommen-
dations can be made based on a person's lm taste if strong semantic relationships can
be identied between certain lms and the music he/she listens to.
As such the contributions made by this dissertation can be summarised in the following:
1. Facilitating the comparison of heterogeneous resources
The use of Wikipedia is proposed for this purpose, under the assumption that
hyper{links between articles in Wikipedia convey latent semantic relationships
between the concepts they describe. Thus, a methodology for projecting domain
resources onto Wikipedia has been developed. The assumption is then validated by
showing evidence that the projections are successful in retaining similarity between
domain resources, in three independent domains.iv
2. Enabling the provision of recommendations from multiple domains
The aforementioned projections encode the links present in Wikipedia articles that
are found to correspond to domain resources, and can be viewed collectively as a
graph. In addition, the Internet is populated with social networks of people who
express their preferences on a given set of resources in the form of ratings. Members
of such communities are included as nodes in the graph and ratings regarding
domain resources represented as edges. A reversible Markov chain model was
implemented to describe the probabilities associated with the traversal of edges in
the integrated graph. Nodes that represent resources and other concepts the user
is known to be interested in are then identied in the graph. Using these nodes as
a starting point, the resource nodes most likely to be reached after an arbitrarily
large number of edge traversals are considered the most relevant to the user and
are recommended. Experimental results show that the framework is successful in
predicting user preferences in domains dierent to those of the input.Contents
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The Information Overload problem is not a new one. Murray, [62] made the following
observation in 1966: \Every day, approximately 20 million words of technical informa-
tion are recorded. A reader capable of reading 1000 words per minute would require 1.5
months, reading eight hours every day, to get through one day's output, and at the end of
that period would have fallen 5.5 years behind in his reading". The trend is exponential,
and the problem is becoming ever more acute as the volume of available digital informa-
tion, electronic resources, and on{line services increases. Given such an enormous corpus
of data, ensuring that every piece of information that would be considered interesting
by particular people is delivered to them (and not to others) becomes a problem.
Under the assumption that people are always aware of what it is they would be interested
in, the aforementioned problem becomes a (non{trivial) search and retrieval task. This,
however, is not always the case. It is human nature to constantly discover new interests,
new challenges, and new forms of entertainment as facilitated by ones social environment.
However, the identication of interesting information is not enough; information has to
be prioritised, otherwise it could become overwhelming. This observation outlines a
need for systems that are able to support this process by predicting how interesting
unseen and unsought pieces of information will appear to a given person. Such systems
are called Recommender Systems (RS).
In broad terms, RSs use machine learning techniques to process historical data about the
interests of their users, encoded in user proles. Once the algorithms used have been
trained on user proles, their output is used to compile a ranked list of all resources
available for recommendation, based on each prole. The resources ranked at the top of
each list are subsequently recommended to the corresponding user, as they are considered
the most likely to be consumed next.
There has recently been a rapid increase in the commercial use of RS technologies,
primarily by online retailers. Such systems appear attractive to retailers, since they can
12 Chapter 1 Introduction
be used to identify any products from their catalogue that can be expected to appear
interesting to a particular customer, thus increasing the amount of purchases made. This
emphasis on increased sales is conrmed by Jim Bennet, of NetFlix, at his invited talk at
Recommenders06: \...Most of the time we don't actually have to sell them our movie,
because they already know it, and just have to recognise it. So as long as we can pull
those out, we are actually doing a pretty good job. ...Even though all the disks look the
same, they don't cost the same for us to acquire." [6]. NetFlix is an online DVD rental
company that utilises a RS, typically dealing with billions of ratings and predictions.
It is considered one of the most successful commercial RS deployments. However, the
point being made is that the quality of a recommendation is measured by whether or
not it leads to a rental, not by whether users are recommended movies which they like
and may not have known about otherwise. Moreover, recommendations that lead to the
rental of older, or not very popular movies are preferred since such lms can be acquired
relatively cheaply by NetFlix.
This view detracts from the notion of recommendation in two ways. First, people seek
recommendations for things they have limited knowledge of, and use clever search and
indexing techniques to remember things they were previously interested in. Secondly,
the merit of a recommendation should be measured solely on the degree of user sat-
isfaction, rather than by taking into account the relative prot of the recommending
agent. Literature in the eld provides support for such arguments. In [57], it is argued
that the focus in RS applications should be shifted towards serving individuals instead
of commercial sites. In a similar vein, [78] indicates that RS performance should really
be measured by how eectively the system helps its users make decisions, rather than
measuring how much prot it generates for a commercial website.
The recommendation framework proposed herein explores the opportunities that emerge
by moving away from the paradigm of promoting product sales. In doing so, the set of
resources available for recommendation is not dictated by the stock resources. There-
fore, systems that enable the dynamic import of resources for recommendation can be
developed. It is argued that a wider range of user interests can then be supported by
such systems, by importing and recommending resources from multiple domains.
Further, user proles in commercially deployed RS are typically compiled incrementally,
by integrating user feedback on the recommendations they receive. At the same time,
meaningful recommendations can only be made after a sucient amount of feedback is
provided by the users. Thus, it is assumed that once users have subscribed to the system,
they will continue to assess recommended resources (even if they are not interested in
them) until they have generated enough information to drive the system towards appro-
priate recommendations. However, end users can not be expected to have an intuition
of how much information is enough. As such, they can easily become disappointed by
the low initial quality of recommendations, and abandon the system.Chapter 1 Introduction 3
To this end, user proles are compiled automatically within the proposed framework,
by unobtrusively recording information accessed or created by the users, independently
of their interactions with the RS. As a large spectrum of user activities is being mon-
itored, the resulting proles are expected to contain sucient information to capture
user interests across multiple domains. Moreover, by semantically integrating elements
in user proles based on contextual attributes, users are able to select subsets of their
proles which they judge relevant to their current recommendation need, driving the
system towards recommendations that are specic to it.
The next section rst provides the main statement of this dissertation, followed by a
discussion on the main aspects of the novel work carried out to develop a framework
that enables the provision of recommendations from multiple domains.
1.1 Thesis Statement and Contributions
A framework can be developed to enable Recommender Systems to consider
multiple domains from which recommendations may be drawn. Moreover,
as a consequence of their cross domain nature, such systems will provide
recommendations that are of high quality, unexpected, and geared solely
towards satisfying user needs.
Figure 1.1 outlines the various contributions made to the state{of{the{art in support of
this thesis:
Integrating domain resources, expert preferences, and user proles: As
stated above, resources for recommendation are imported to the system from ex-
ternal sources. Social networks that openly publish the proles of their users are
exploited to provide such resources. For example, Last.fm [48] exposes the music
its users listen to, while del.ico.us [93] publishes the URLs bookmarked by each of
its subscribers. As such, each source of information is considered an independent
domain. The community of users for each social network is then considered to
be a a set of domain experts, who publish their subjective evaluations of domain
resources. The system is then required to assess which domain resources are most
related to a set of domain independent proling features. To do so, semantic re-
lationships between expert preferences, domain resources, and proling elements
must rst be identied. In the context of this work, Wikipedia was used in order
to identify such relationships. Thus, a number of ways to obtain Wikipedia articles
representative of domain resources or proling elements are provided. Hyper{links
between such articles are then considered as indicators of implicit semantic rela-
tionships. Such relationships are also assumed between the domain experts and
the resources they evaluated. Moreover, the evaluative methodology used to assess4 Chapter 1 Introduction
Figure 1.1: A visual representation of the contributions in this Thesis
the appropriateness of Wikipedia for this purpose can be generalised, providing
an eective way to guide the selection of a corpus onto which to project domain
resources and proling features.
A probabilistic framework for recommendations: The result of the process de-
scribed above can be naturally represented using a graph, with edges representing
hyperlinks between Wikipedia articles. As such, the machine learning component
of the framework is a graph{based, probabilistic algorithm. This was also moti-
vated in part by the success of similar algorithms in estimating the signicance of
documents on the Web, by assessing its link structure (e.g. Google's PageRank
[13]). A probability is then associated with the traversal of each edge, and a prior
probability distribution over all nodes in the graph is obtained based on the data.
Under this representation, the task of assessing resources for recommendation is
equivalent to identifying the nodes in the graph that will most likely be reachedChapter 1 Introduction 5
by traversing the graph, using the set ofnodes representing proling elements as a
starting point.
User proling: Having placed focus on e{commerce applications, Recommender
Systems are typically designed under the assumption that an exhaustive index of
resources for recommendation is available. Thus, user proles only contain in-
formation pertaining to resources that appear in this index. We argue that this
assumption limits the appropriateness of the recommendations that are produced,
and also provides opportunities for the operators of such systems to promote cer-
tain resources, in order to achieve larger prots. Instead, this dissertation will show
how any information accessed by a user can be automatically (and unobtrusively)
compiled into a user prole, to obtain a more complete representation.
Recommendation context: The act of seeking a recommendation is always asso-
ciated with a particular recommendation need. While this may be clear for the
users of a RS, it is hard to capture automatically. However, the integration of
proling data based on contextual attributes, through the use of Semantic Web
technologies, provides a variety of ways for users to intuitively select subsets of
their prole that they judge relevant to the need they are currently experiencing.
These context{specic subsets can then be used as the input to the algorithm
to avoid recommendations that may be interesting to the user, but not useful in
fullling their current need.
Evaluation: Experiments have been designed and carried out to evaluate each aspect
of the framework presented above. As this is the rst time (to the author's aware-
ness) that recommendations across independent domains are evaluated on a large
scale, it is of paramount importance to rst assess the feasibility of such a task.
To do so, the system's performance in producing recommendations from the same
domain as the proling features is evaluated. Once it has been established that the
system behaves as expected for a single domain, a comparative study is carried
out to assess changes in performance when proling features and recommended
resources appear in dierent domains. Moreover, we examine whether the pro-
ling features collected through the monitoring of user activities are sucient to
capture user interests in multiple domains. This is carried out by assessing dier-
ences in the recommendation lists produced by the system, when proling features
from dierent sources of information are used. The nal point of assessment lies
in testing the assumption that restrictions placed on the resources that appear in
user proles based on contextual attributes associated with the resources, results
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Figure 1.2: Conceptualisation of the interdependencies between the main matter of
this dissertation. Nodes and edges provide navigation cues to relevant sections of the
document.
1.2 Document Structure
The next chapter gives an overview of background literature. It rst provides a review
of the main RS design paradigms, identifying the prominent characteristics of each
approach. In addition, the utility of technologies and data associated with the Semantic
Web and Web 2.0 phenomena for recommendation purposes is considered. Following that
is a discussion on a selection of seminal machine learning algorithms, along with metrics
and methods used to evaluate the performance of such algorithms in Recommender
Systems.
Chapter 3 rst provides formal denitions for the concepts and functions that are used
throughout the document. The terminology is then used to give a high{level description
of the recommendation process. Finally the intuition behind the experiments carried
out to assess each stage of the process is provided.
Figure 1.2 provides a visual interpretation of the interdependencies between the main
matter of this dissertation. The shape of the gure resembles a line drawing of a house, on
purpose. The foundations of the framework are in the eectiveness of the probabilistic
model to capture the patterns that appear in the input. In turn, the model relies
heavily on the link structure of Wikipedia to capture semantic relationships between
heterogeneous concepts. The use of Wikipedia as a mediator between the various domain
specic resource representations is provided rst in Chapter 4. This is the case as it
must rst be established that the link structure of Wikipedia is sucient in correctly
representing relationships between resources, before these representations are used to
produce recommendations in Chapter 5.Chapter 1 Introduction 7
As such, Chapter 4 presents and evaluates three dierent modes of obtaining Wikipedia
articles representative of domain resources. Each mode applies to a dierent set of do-
main characteristics, providing a comprehensive toolset that is expected to be applicable
to the majority of available domains.
The `roof' of the structure in Figure 1.2 is the Semantic Logger, the system responsible
for the unobtrusive collection and integration of information created or accessed by
users. While the roof is not particularly important to the structural integrity of a
building, it is essential for maintaining a constant environment inside it. Similarly, while
recommendations could theoretically be provided for each possible combination of user
input and recommendation domain, it is argued that by logging as much information
about user activities as possible, the probability of not capturing some aspect of user
interest is minimised.
Glyphs of the same shape as the gure are provided in the margin at the beginning of
each main chapter, and serve to provide a visual reminder of where the chapter ts in,
with respect to the framework.
The document concludes in Chapter 6 by providing a summary of experimental results
with respect to the central thesis of the dissertation. Finally, open research questions
that have emerged from the various aspects of this work are articulated, and directions
for future work outlined.
1.3 Publications
During the development of this dissertation the following work has been peer{reviewed
and published:
 Antonis Loizou and Srinandan Dasmahapatra. Recommender Systems for
the Semantic Web. In ECAI 2006 Recommender Systems Workshop, August
2006.
 Mischa M Tueld, Antonis Loizou, David Dupplaw, Srinandan Dasmahapatra,
Paul H. Lewis, David E. Millard, and Nigel R. Shadbolt. The Semantic Logger:
Supporting Service Building from Personal Context. In Capture, Archival
and Retrieval of Personal Experiences (CARPE) Workshop at ACM Multimedia,
October 2006.
 David Dupplaw, Madalina Croitoru, Antonis Loizou, Srinandan Dasmahapatra,
Paul Lewis, Mischa Tueld, and Liang Xiao. Multimedia Markup Tools for
OpenKnowledge. In 1st Workshop on Multimedia Annotation and Retrieval
enabled by Shared Ontologies, December 2007.Chapter 2
A critical review of background
literature
2.1 Recommender Systems
This section provides an overview of the main Recommender System paradigms and the
intuition behind their inner workings. However, it is not intended to be a systematic
analysis of the algorithms used, rigorously pinpointing the points of failure; for this, the
interested reader is pointed to [2]. This is the case since the scope of this dissertation is
not to invent the perfect recommendation algorithm, but instead to identify a process
where any (internet accessible) resource may be recommended, if appropriate.
2.1.1 Content based ltering
Under the assumption that users will like similar items to the ones they liked before,
content based ltering (CBF) systems record descriptive features of items and try to
identify the most similar ones in the catalogue, [5, 65]. This type of architecture is
greatly inuenced by research in data mining, classication and machine learning in
general, since the recommendation problem is reduced to the question \Is this item
suciently similar to those in the training set?".
A vector is constructed for each item containing values for the descriptive features of
each item and is considered a point in a multidimensional space. Inter{item similarity is
assessed by evaluating the distance between such points. This reduction however is not
always correct, since the most similar items to those already seen by a user can often
be of little interest, if the original recommendation need has already been satised.
Content{based systems fail to acknowledge a vital dierence between classiers and
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recommenders; recommenders should return resources that are not only relevant, but
also useful to the user at the time of recommending.
CBF is usually applied to textual domains, such as news items [10], and are typically
implemented with variants of the Term Frequency { Inverse Document Frequency (TF{
IDF) algorithm [72]. It is much more dicult, and computationally expensive to extract
content based descriptors of multimedia items in order to assess their similarity, but
with the recent increase in the amount of rich descriptive metadata available for such
resources, the problem is becoming less acute. One of the strengths of this approach is
the fact that a prediction score can be obtained for every resource{user pair, provided
that the user has a non{empty prole. However, CBF systems often fail to produce
recommendations that have dierent, but related content.
2.1.2 Collaborative ltering
Systems that apply Collaborative Filtering (CF) assume that users will be interested in
items that users similar to them have rated highly. This paradigm has been originally
put forward by two independently developed systems, Ringo/Firey [81], and GroupLens
[69], in 1994 and 1995 respectively. The entusiasm associated with the deployement of
these seminal systems, together with the large number of deployed RS implementations
that use this strategy [49, 11, 67, 95, 49, 6, 48] indicates that the assumption made
generalises well. The active user is rst matched to the group of most similar users
using a similarity metric and a clustering algorithm { typically k Nearest Neighbours.
Then, items seen by the group but not by the active user are identied. The predicted
rating for each unseen item is then computed by aggregating the group's ratings. This
is typically weighted by the number of group members that have accessed a particular
item and the variance between ratings, eectively biasing the process towards items that
more people in the group have unanimously rated highly. Finally, the items with the
highest predicted rating are recommended. The approach has been shown to produce
unexpected, but high quality recommendations, as it ultimately depends on aggregating
opinions expressed by humans.
The main point of failure in this architecture lies in choosing the correct cluster for
each individual user. Due to the level of sparsity in the datasets RS typically deal with,
users can appear equally similar to any other user if the similarity metrics used are not
sensitive enough, [76]. As such, the user is merely provided with recommendations for
the items most popular with a group of `randomly' selected users, and there could be
a potentially high degree of disagreement among members of this group. The reverse
eect is also present: items can only be recommended after being rated by a sucient
number of users. Problems associated with the lack of information regarding newly
subscribed users or new items available for recommendation are commonly referred to
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collaborative ltering is applied. For a dataset of m users and n items the algorithm
runs in O(m2n) time, as it requires the comparison of m(m 1) pairs of n{dimensional
vectors. Dimensionality reduction techniques such as Singular Valued Decomposition
[74] are often applied to reduce the eect of data sparsity and improve performance, but
are computationally expensive and do not always resolve the issue in cases of extreme
sparsity.
There are three tuning parameters for CF systems. The similarity metric, neighbourhood
size, and the size of the recommendation list to be produced. Common choices for the
similarity metric include Pearson's correlation coecient [66], the Spearman correlation
[82], vector cosine distance [71], mean{squared dierences [16], and Euclidean{based
distance measures. The neighbourhood size will eectively dictate how personalised the
recommendations produced will be; a small number of neighbours can lead to spurious
recommendations and very large neighbourhoods will result in recommending popular
items only. Finally, the number of recommendations produced is a vital factor as it
aects the perception the users have about the system. Small lists could miss out
important resources, while large ones can prove useless and confusing to the users. Note
that the upper bound on the number of recommendations that can be provided is given
by the number of distinct resources rated by the user's neighbourhood.
Item{based collaborative ltering was introduced in [75], expressing the intuition that
there are relationships between the resources themselves, rather than between the users
that consume them. As such, neighbourhoods of similar items are created and used
to produce recommendations. Similarity between items is calculated based on which
users have rated them { each item is considered to be a vector of ratings provided by
the users, and the distance between such vectors can be evaluated using a variety of
metrics. Experiments carried out in [75] show that this approach is more ecient than
user{based CF, running in O(n2) (where n is the number of items), while retaining the
high quality of recommendations in terms of predictive accuracy. The adoption of this
method by [49] is seen as further testimony of its merits over its user{based counterpart.
2.1.3 Demographic ltering
Demographic ltering (DF) shares the view expressed by CF, in that similar users are
expected to share the same interests. However, this approach tries to tackle the rec-
ommendation problem from a dierent, somewhat more general perspective. Instead of
using the ratings provided by users to compile proles, users are asked to provide de-
mographic information such as their age, interest in sports, favourite TV programs, and
purchasing history, among others. They are then compared to pre{compiled clusters of
the general population, indexed by the same characteristics. Sets of resources available
for recommendation are matched a priori with such clusters. Once the most similar
cluster has been obtained, the resources associated with it are recommended.12 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
Demographic ltering was rst introduced by [46]. They used the classication of more
than 40 000 people from the USA into 62 demographic clusters based on the products
they purchase, carried out by [92]. Using this dataset to train against, they were able
to report encouraging results by matching new users to population clusters, and then
recommending products explicitly associated with members of that cluster. The obser-
vation that proling features independent of the recommendation domain can drive a
RS is made here for the rst time, and is seen as the earliest pre{cursor to the idea
of carrying out cross{domain recommendations. However, its dependence on previously
collected data, and the requirement of explicitly mapping the resources available for rec-
ommendation to population clusters render it rather cumbersome and labour intensive.
Furthermore, it is possible that the quality of recommendations is negatively aected by
the over{generalisation of user interests; it is highly improbable that someone interested
in sports will follow each existing sport, or that a fan of horror movies would enjoy every
lm of that genre. Because of such limitations, demographic ltering is typically used
as one of several components in hybrid RS, discussed later in this chapter.
2.1.4 Knowledge based systems
Knowledge based systems use content{based information together with explicit back-
ground domain knowledge and user models to carry out reasoning, and produce recom-
mendations. By doing so they have obtained unique qualities that separate them from
the approaches discussed earlier. This section gives a short overview of such systems.
2.1.4.1 Rule lters
Rule lters were used in the rst RS, Tapestry [30], and either require a user to explicitly
formulate rules to lter out bad recommendations (eg. \I never watch musicals"), or try
to infer such rules based on the user's history. A number of drawbacks are apparent in
this architecture. Users nd dening rules in a formal language awkward and cannot be
expected to formulate good quality rules. On the other hand, the automatic approach
can be very complicated and can produce rules that do not reect user preferences but
happen to produce good results in the training phase by chance. This is a problem
because as the user accesses more items such rules can become conicting and need to
be reassessed. Carrying this out is the object of ongoing research [12]. Moreover, to be
able to dene rules to constrain which items can be recommended, users are required
to be aware of exactly what they'd like to be recommended to them which detracts
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2.1.4.2 Case{Based Reasoning and Conversational RS
Case{Based Reasoning (CBR) is traditionally thought of as a problem solving method-
ology. The system stores previous problem solving episodes as `cases'. When a new
problem is posed, the system looks for similar ones that have been solved in the past
and suggests their solutions for the new one. For recommendation purposes, user models
are analogous to problems and the potential solutions to recommendations [88, 59]. CBR
recommender systems create an interactive recommendation experience, gathering infor-
mation at each step of the process to rene and further customize the recommendation
list produced. Owing to this fact such systems have also been dubbed `Conversational
Recommender Systems'. Two distinct methodologies are typically applied when devel-
oping such systems. The rst one (eg. [70]) involves iterating over questions that narrow
down the space of items that can satisfy the constraints, using (among other metrics)
entropy to decide on which question to ask next. Alternatively (eg. [52]), lists of re-
sources are presented to the user, who selects the ones that appear the most interesting.
The system uses this selection to infer rules, and presents a new list. This process
continues until the user chooses to consume a resource. Systems of the latter type are
found to promote domain exploration and resource discovery by users. As with rule
lters, conicting requirements may lead to a situation where no resource can satisfy
the constraints, and constraint relaxation has to be carried out.
2.1.4.3 Ontology based systems
Systems in this category make use of an underlying ontology to describe both the users
of the system and items to be recommended. Recommendations are provided via assess-
ing the similarity between instances associated with the user and all other instances in
the system's knowledge base, by applying graph-based edge expansion heuristics [3]. In
essence, the various relationships between users and resources (eg. user A knows user
B, user B likes resource 1, user A created resource 2, resource 1 is a revision of resource
3, etc.) are weighed and the graph is traversed to nd the most related resources. Such
an approach also enables the user to visualise and amend their prole in order to reect
their preferences more accurately, since it is represented as a graph. One such system,
Foxtrot, [56] has empirically been shown to outperform other strategies, such as CF and
CB recommending, however as with any knowledge based system knowledge acquisition
poses a problem. This is typically dealt with by employing (usually labour intensive)
bootstrapping techniques. The power of the system lies in exploiting semantic relation-
ships between users and resources, and has provided some motivation for deploying the
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2.1.5 Context dependent systems
The architectures mentioned above (with the exception of knowledge based methods)
all use a at matrix representation of the problem domain where rows correspond to
users and columns to items. As mentioned before, these tend to be vast and very sparse,
thus adding to the problems of dening ecient similarity metrics and computational
complexity. Adomavicius et al.[1] propose that contextual dimensions (such as time)
should be added to this representation, so that at the time of recommendation a relatively
dense `slice' of this space is used, selected based on the current context. Take for example
a system that provides movie recommendations, with the added contextual dimension
being the `day of the week'. Any recommendations that will be made on Fridays will
only take into account movies that have been seen by other users on a Friday. This space
is clearly smaller, and all users and resources contained within it have at least one rating.
They show that such an approach is benecial in most cases and have dened a heuristic
to evaluate a priori whether the multidimensional approach is likely to outperform the
traditional at representation. Where it is not the system falls back to a conventional
recommendation scheme.
2.1.6 Hybrid systems
Hybrid systems combine two or more recommendation techniques in order to improve
the quality of recommendations they provide [5, 64, 1, 7]. A comprehensive analysis of
such systems can be found in [14]. In summary, hybrid RSs can be split in three broad
categories:
 Weighted hybrid RS assign weights to each strategy used, and aggregate the results
from each one to compute the predicted rating for a recommendation.
 Mixed hybrids will provide any recommendations above a condence threshold
from each scheme used.
 Hybrids where a single strategy is chosen each time, based on a heuristic to identify
the one likely to perform best.
It should be noted that the rst two design paradigms for Hybrid Systems introduce
large increases in the computational requirements of the systems developed, since a
number of distinct recommendation techniques are carried out. Conversely, accurately
predicting the performance of the recommendation algorithm is no simple task. Various
heuristics (such as the sparsity index of the entire space, the number of available ratings
for the active user, etc.) are commonly used to predict the algorithm's performance,
incurring minimal, but observable losses in terms of predictive accuracy.Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature 15
2.1.7 Cross{domain recommendations
Performing recommendations across dierent domains is a very new area of research,
and the number of publications addressing such issues very small. In broad terms,
developments in this area can be split into the following categories:
Compiling user proles appropriate for cross{domain recommendations:
The authors of [32] indicate that in order for cross{domain recommendations to be
made, the question of integrating domain specic proles, with generic, domain{
independent ones needs to be addressed. They provide a formalisation for such
domain{independent proles called Smart User Models (SUMs). A SUM is a
collection of attribute{value pairs, that characterise the user along the axes of
objective (O), subjective (S), and emotional (E) characteristics. Each set of char-
acteristics forms a component in the user model, UO, US, and UE respectively,
giving SUM = fUO;US;UEg. In addition, a User Model is compiled for each
domain, UMi = fADi;AIi;AUig, where ADi is the set of domain characteristics
for domain i, AIi the domain specic set of user interests, and AUi a set of socio{
demographic features required to be specied by the domain. A weighted graph
G(SUM;UMi) is used to establish a relationship between the SUM and UMi.
The graph connects the features in the two models, assigning weights proportional
to the relatedness of SUM features to their UM counterparts. The work consists
of a formal description of the models, and does not provide a clear method to
produce recommendations using SUM user proles.
Cross{domain proling for single domain recommendations: Inuenced by
demographic ltering, [45], deploys a web user agent to carry out the task of
learning user interests through monitoring web usage in multiple domains. The
information is then exploited by another agent to produce recommendations by
re{ranking web links, and automatically delivering interesting web pages. The
unobtrusive nature of the proling component renders it similar to the approach
described in this dissertation. However, within the context of this work, monitoring
web usage is only one aspect of user proles, as will be presented in Section 5.4.
Moreover, while the argument that various recommended Web pages will belong
to dierent domains is made, this distinction is unclear.
Recommendations from multiple domains, using cross{domain proling in-
formation: Berkovsky et al., [8], propose that cross domain recommendation
techniques can be exploited to alleviate the negative eects of data sparsity on
CF systems. They identify four modes of cross{domain mediation between CF
Recommender Systems:
1. Exchange and aggregation of user proles.
2. Exchange of user neighbourhoods.16 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
3. Communicating degrees of similarity between users.
4. Exchange of recommendations.
In order for such modes of mediation to become possible, the authors stress that
remote systems must exploit the same CF recommendation technique as the target
system, in other application domains. In order to evaluate their work, the authors
segmented the EachMovie dataset, [53] by genre. Each genre was then considered
an independent domain.
The rst type of mediation is particularly useful to newly deployed systems. Even
if the rst users of such systems are willing to provide ratings, there is limited
information within the system to compare these proles with. In this case, user
proles may be imported from a remote system to rectify the situation, provided
that the exporting system indexes a subset of the available resources.
In the second instance, the remote system is asked to export the neighbourhood
obtained for a user prole provided by the target system. Such a situation may
arise when the active user is not similar enough to any cluster of users within the
local RS. Provided the neighbourhood has rated resources available to the target
system (or the same users are present), the ratings can be processed to make
recommendations.
Whenever similarity between users cannot be computed due to the level of data
sparsity, a remote RS may be able to provide such a value based on its own index of
resources. This may be preferred to the previous type of mediation, since ratings
from the local RS can still be used for recommendation purposes.
Finally, if recommendations cannot be made locally with high enough condence,
the active user could be injected into the remote system, which would then produce
recommendations and export them back to the target RS.
This approach, however, is only applicable if the systems involved index some
resources in common, or share a number of subscribers. Further, the recommen-
dation process would have to be identical in order to exchange similarity values and
user neighbourhoods. Due to these limitations the applicability of this approach
is severely restricted.
2.1.8 Well known pitfalls in deploying RS
 The `cold start' problems
In CF{based recommending, the similarity between user proles is assessed to
predict ratings for unseen items. The shortcoming of such a method rests in its
assumption that active users will respond positively to unseen items rated highly
by similar users [67]. As most users are not inclined to rate previously seen items,
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{ renders similarity metrics not sensitive enough to distinguish between users,
particularly new ones introduced to the system, [79]. Hence, the most highly
rated items from anyone are recommended. The reverse eect is also present, i.e.
a newly imported item can not be recommended until it receives sucient ratings.
 The most similar items are not always good recommendations
Content based ltering (CBF) approaches index the items of possible interest in
terms of a set of automatically derived descriptive features, and unseen items
with similar attributes to those rated highly by the user are recommended. A
drawback of the CBF method is that it recommends items interchangeable with
those that have previously received high ratings, by virtue of its focus on items'
features, ignoring potential user requirements. As such, for a system to be able to
avoid such issues, equivalence (or subsumption) between items, under particular
contexts, needs to be evaluated.
 Shifts and temporal cycles of user interests
Most conventional RS architectures do not model for shifts of the user's interest
over time, since all ratings provided by a user have an equal bearing on producing
recommendations. To clarify this point consider the following scenario: a user X
has provided high ratings only for items in some set A, however s/he is now only
interested in items from another set, B. A conventional RS will not be able to
recommend items from set B until enough ratings are provided for items in B, in
order for them to dominate in the clustering and selection processes that make up
the recommendation algorithm. It may even be the case that X is only interested
in items from A during the weekend, while only items from B are of interest
during the week. This means that a system should not become stable, and that
the classication of the same items to dierent classes, at dierent times, may be
deemed correct, something that would have to be taken into account in a machine
learning context. To accommodate this requirement of preference time dependence,
conventional architectures recompute their user clusters periodically, eectively
choosing a dierent training set every time. This can aggravate problems caused
by data sparsity, and important modeling decisions about transitions between user
needs have to be addressed.
 Recommendations made independently of context
An interesting resource does not necessarily make a good recommendation every
time. Typically, recommender algorithms do a good job at identifying resources
that are similar (or relevant) to those already consumed by users. In most cases
however, they fail to capture the reason the user is seeking recommendations. As
such, the recommended resources may fail to fulll the user's recommendation
need, while being interesting at the same time.
 Only items described in one pre-speci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Since the focus in RS applications has been to enable organisations to suggest ap-
propriate items from their catalog to customers, not much eort has been put into
learning user preferences based on the items they already have in their possession,
regardless of their origin. However, a good sales assistant in a clothing shop will
rst look at what the customer is wearing before making suggestions.
 Potential biasing eects
Following on from the previous point, the fact that the provider of the recommen-
dation service is typically the vendor of the resources available for recommendation
introduces added considerations. Since the vendor stands to prot from the users
of the RS and resources have varying prot margins, it is highly conceivable that
they will introduce bias towards producing recommendations that if consumed
would maximise prot for the vendor. Further, it can be expected that in situa-
tions where the system cannot make any recommendations with high condence,
popular items are recommended in the hope of a sale. Both these phenomena have
been observed, and are seen as diverting focus away from satisfying user needs.
2.2 Evaluating recommender systems
2.2.1 Metrics and methods used in evaluating predictive accuracy
This section presents some widely used methods and metrics to assess the predictive
accuracy of a recommender algorithm, and provides a discussion on their appropriateness
for the task.
2.2.1.1 Leave{n{out
As mentioned earlier, the leave{n{out methodology is typically used to test the accuracy
of classication algorithms in Machine Learning. Under this scheme a portion of the data
is hidden, and the algorithms performance in reconstructing it is evaluated. The metrics
discussed below address the question of how this evaluation can be performed. However,
this methodology is less than ideal when applied to the Recommender System domain.
The sparsity of user proles is a well identied problem - by removing a substantial
portion of the ratings available, similarity values between users may be severely aected.
In addition, there is the possibility that the system will produce recommendations that
are better suited for the user than the withheld ones. In other words, there may be
resources that users would have expressed interest in, and even more so than for resources
that they have already consumed, had they known of their existence. After all, RS are
designed to do just that. Evaluation approaches based on leave{n{out will not only
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them. In order to minimise such eects, [55] proposes that only a single rating should
removed from a small subset of user proles (approx. 10%) during the training phase.
2.2.1.2 Precision, Recall and the F1 measure
Precision and recall, [29], are typically used in Information Retrieval to assess the quality
of query results using labeled test data. Precision is dened as the number of positive
results retrieved by a search, divided by the number of search results. In contrast recall
is the number of positive results retrieved by the search divided by the total number of
positive results in the corpus.
Assuming that a leave{n{out methodology is used, Precision and Recall can be expressed
in the following way, in terms of Recommender Systems. Precision measures the por-
tion of the resources recommended to a particular user that also appear in the list of
withheld items, while Recall measures the portion of withheld resources that are rec-
ommended. These denitions do not capture the recommendation task well, as positive
results are restricted to those removed from the original prole. Clearly, if that was the
case (i.e. that users are not interested in resources they have not already rated) there
would be no need for deploying a recommender system. In addition, most recommen-
dation techniques will produce condence values associated with each resource available
for recommendation, and the nal list of recommendations is obtained by applying a
threshold. As such, there can be discrepancies in calculating Precision if, for example,
the set of withheld items is larger than that of the recommendation list.
The two metrics are complimentary in nature and can be combined together. Their
combination in a single metric is expressed by the F1 measure, [90]:
F1 =
2  Precision  Recall
Precision + Recall
(2.1)
2.2.1.3 Mean Squared Error
Mean Squared Error (MSE), along with Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) are widely used loss functions in statistics. Such functions mea-
sure the amount by which an estimator diers from the true value of the quantity being
estimated. MSE was rst introduced by Carl Friedrich Gauss in 1809 [26]. The metric
gives the average square dierence between the estimator and the true value, across a
number of cases. The relationship between MSE and RMSE is similar to that of vari-
ance and standard deviation. MAE on the other hand considers the absolute dierence
between the estimator and the true value rather than its square.
When such metrics are applied in evaluating the performance of Recommender Systems
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exact ratings assigned to resources by users, rather than values that will reproduce the
ordering of resources in terms of user preferences.
2.2.1.4 Kendall's 
Kendall's correlation coecient, , [43] is a widely used statistic to compare two dierent
rankings of the same variables. The  value is obtained by dividing the dierence between
the number of concordant (nc) and discordant (nd) pairs in the ranked lists, by the total
number of pairs. A concordant pair is dened as two variables that appear in the same






Since  is concerned with comparing lists of variables, rather than individual elements,
it can be applied more naturally in evaluating RS. A possible evaluation scenario using
this metric would be to compare the ranking of withheld resources based on the orig-
inal ratings provided by the users, to the ranking of the same resources based on the
condence values computed by the system.
2.2.1.5 Breese's Half{life metric
Breese's Half{life metric, [42], also referred to as the Breese score, is of particular interest,
since it has been designed with Recommender Systems in mind. The metric attempts
to assess the utility of a list of recommendations to a user, postulating that the lower
an interesting resource appear in the recommendation list, the less likely it is that the
user will see it. It is implemented as an exponential decay function, where the half{life
value, a, is dened a priori as the rank of the resource in a recommendation list that






where ua;j is the rating provided by user u for the resource with rank j in the recom-
mendation list and d the `neutral' rating. d can be a default value for all users (e.g. 3
on a 5{point scale) or the user's average rating.
2.2.2 Human Recommender Interaction (HRI) theory
Human Recommender Interaction, [55], provides a theoretical grounding for analysing
the utility of a RS from a user{centric perspective. It is a descriptive theory, intended to
provide an insight into how users perceive the recommendations provided to them. SuchChapter 2 A critical review of background literature 21
Figure 2.1: The Pillars () and Aspects( ) of HRI, as presented in [55].
insights are considered a requirement for improving the quality of the recommendations
made by automated systems. It is presented as a framework and a common language to
use when describing the kinds of recommendation lists an algorithm produces. However,
when HRI is added to a larger process model it can become constructive and used as a
tool to analyse and redesign RS. The words in this language are called Aspects, and are
organised in three Pillars, as shown in Figure 2.1.
The rst Pillar, Recommendation Dialogue, contains eight Aspects considered to be
pertaining solely to tuning the Recommender System during a single recommendation
session. It is focused on the run{time interaction between the user and the system,
where the aspects are assigned signicance values. The pillar includes:
Correctness: A correct recommendation is one judged as relevant and of high quality
by the user.
Transparency: A transparent recommendation is one for which the user understands
the reason it was recommended.
Saliency: Salient recommendations stand out in a recommendation list. They are
vivid, unexpected, notable, conspicuous and prominent but not necessarily rele-
vant. Thus salient recommendations generate strong positive or negative emotional
responses from users.
Serendipity: Serendipity means making a fortunate discovery by accident. A serendip-
itous recommendation is one that the user did not expect to receive but considers
interesting. Most likely, but not necessarily, a serendipitous recommendation will
also be salient. At the same time a list of salient recommendations could prevent
a serendipitous one from standing out.
Quantity: The amount of recommendations provided by the system to a user. The
trade{o between providing a small list of recommendations that may omit good
quality recommendations and a larger one which may prove dicult to sort through
is addressed here.22 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
Usefulness: If a given recommendation is consumed by the user then it is considered
useful. Note that under particular circumstances a correct recommendation may
not be useful. The author gives the example of seeking movie recommendations to
take a 9{year{old to the cinema. In such a case correct recommendations for the
user may be unsuitable for the child, and thus less useful. Better recommendations
may be achieved by restricting the user's prole to resources that are also relevant
to the child.
Spread: Spread is a measure of how well the recommendation list covers the range of
resources available to the system. Thus, large list of very similar items has lower
spread than a smaller, more diverse list.
Usability: When the user understands how to use the RS to fulll their information
need, and the system responds as the user expects it should, we say that the system
is usable.
The Recommender Personality Pillar is the overall impression created by the user about
the RS, over a period of time. It is concerned with more permanent characteristics of
the system, which can not be tuned at run{time:
Personalisation: Personalisation is a measure of how unique recommendation lists are
for dierent users.
Boldness: A recommender is considered bold if many of the recommendations are for
resources likely to receive `extreme' ratings (either very high, or very low).
Adaptability: Adaptability measures how well changes in a user's prole propagate
through the system to cause changes in the recommendations produced.
Freshness: Fresh recommendations concern resources that have neither been rated by
the user nor appeared in previous recommendation lists.
Risk Taking/Aversion: A risk taking recommender is one biased towards produc-
ing recommendations for obscure and under{represented resources. It diers from
boldness in that a risk averting recommender may be bold by strongly recommend-
ing a particularly popular item.
Armation: An arming recommender would recommend items it expects the user
to know and have an opinion about. Such systems may not generate very useful
or personalised recommendations, but are focused on establishing rapport with its
users.
Pigeonholing: If very similar recommendation lists are produced for a user over time,
the system is said to exhibit pigeonholing behaviour. In contrast to spread, which
is concerned with a single recommendation list, this aspect describes the (lack of)
breadth of recommended resources over an extended period.Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature 23
Trust: The trust aspect refers to how well a system earns the trust of its users on
various levels: that the system will provide reasonable and accurate recommenda-
tions; that they will not be deceived by the system; that the system will behave
similarly in future interactions; that the recommendations will improve the more
information the users provide; that their data is kept private. It is considered an
extremely important factor inuencing the user's decision to continue using the
system.
The nal Pillar, End User's Information Seeking Task is dierent in nature from the
aforementioned ones. Before, Aspects provided a language to express desired properties
in recommendation lists. Here, they refer to the types of task that may drive a user to
a RS, thus acting as a reference point for the system developers in choosing which tasks
to support. The ve Aspects contained in this last Pillar are:
Concreteness of Task: The user's ability to clearly express the task they are faced
with.
Task Compromising: The willingness by users to modify (or compromise) a concrete
task for which they seek recommendations, in the light of the recommendations
made to them.
Recommender Appropriateness: A RS will not only be judged by its users on the
correctness of the recommendation lists generated, but also on its appropriateness
in fullling the user's need. While correctness and appropriateness are related,
this aspect describes whether or not the recommender can help with a particular
task.
Expectations of Recommender Usefulness: Since the need to obtain recommendations
exists before a user interacts with a RS, it is impossible to state that there are no
expectations. The system has a responsibility to make its capabilities clear to its
users so that expectations can be reasonably managed.
Recommender Importance in Meeting Need: Users may use many dierent sources of
information to fulll their need. RS could be used either as a central information
source to nd information of interest, or as a secondary one to validate and verify
information gathered from other sources. As this varies, the importance of other
aspects, such as boldness, risk taking/averting behaviour, saliency, and spread will
vary accordingly.
2.2.2.1 The curse of accuracy
A very important observation is made in the introduction of [55]: the evaluation of RS
has been focused solely on testing the predictive accuracy of the recommendations made.24 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
A variety of metrics have been designed to measure accuracy, such as precision, recall
and the F1 measure [73], Receiver{Operating{Characteristic (ROC)[24] and Customer
ROC(CROC)[80] curves, Breese's half{life metric [42], amongst others. This emphasis
on accuracy is seen as a consequence of the fact that research on Recommender Systems
has strong roots in the Machine Learning and Classication elds. However, there is a
clear conceptual dierence between a classier and a recommender. A classier used for
recommendations would nd resources that the user is likely to rate next. These may
have high ratability, but there is no guarantee that they will be appropriate at any given
point in time, or be relevant to the reason the user needs recommendations. While the
importance of accuracy to a RS can not be undermined, the author of [55] identies
problems that arise when it is made the sole focus of evaluating such systems.
At a high level, accuracy centric analysis views the recommendation process in the
following way. The algorithm receives an input from each user in the form of ratings {
mappings between resources and values that represent how interesting those resources
are to the user. The algorithm performs a computation to predict how the user will rate
every remaining resource, and returns a recommendation list that contains the items
with the highest predicted ratings. In this setting each request sent to the system is
considered independent of all others. This may hold for the algorithm itself, but not
for the user. To illustrate, consider a situation where the system recommends a list
of resources that the user knows to be of little interest. The user may then decide to
ignore these, instead of providing (low) ratings for them. As such, the system is stuck in
a loop, recommending the same resources every time. Metrics that judge independent
events are bound to miss the temporal aspect of the recommendation process. Such
issues could be avoided by assuming lower than average ratings for resources that were
recommended, but not consumed.
Moreover, users see each recommendation in the context of the rest of the recommen-
dation list they receive. Thus, independently accurate recommendations may result in
a bad recommendation list. The example given is of a book RS, which correctly pre-
dicts that some user will be highly interested in Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. If the list
provided contains 10 dierent versions of this book, should that be considered a good
recommendation list? This problem outlines the need for evaluating recommendation
lists as a single entity, rather than each individual recommendation.
Another factor to consider is the methodology used in carrying out evaluations of rec-
ommender algorithms { leave n out [42]. Essentially ratings data is split into train and
test sets (n refers to the size of the test set). The algorithm will then learn the data in
the training set and attempt to reproduce the data in the test set. Its performance is
then judged based on the overlap of the original test set with the output of the recom-
mender. Viewed from the user's perspective, such recommendations are useless. Even if
the algorithm correctly ranks the resources that a user has already seen, it has proposedChapter 2 A critical review of background literature 25
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Correctness { + +
Transparency + + {
Saliency { + +
Serendipity { { { + { +
Quantity +
Usefulness + + +
























Personalisation { { + +
Boldness { { +
Adaptability { + +
Freshness
Risk Taking/Aversion { { { +
Armation + + +
Pigeonholing + { {
Trust + + {
Table 2.1: Mappings between HRI Aspects and performance metrics, derived by [55].
+ indicates a positive correlation between a metric and an Aspect (i.e. scoring high
on the metric translates to the Aspect being a prominent characteristic of the system),
while - indicates negative correlations.
nothing new, since by doing so it would be penalised by accuracy driven performance
measures.
In the light of these observations the author goes on to provide a list of metrics, de-
signed specically to support the evaluation of RS. These are described below, and their
relationship to the Aspects of HRI detailed earlier, are provided in Table 2.1.
Popularity: Popularity is a measure of how widely known a resource is. Since the






where citation count is the number of citations paper j received, and years(j) the
number of years since its publication. This expresses the intuition that popular
papers are cited by a large number of other papers soon after they are published.26 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
Ratability: Ratability is the probability that a user expresses an opinion on a given
resource. A naive Bayes classier is proposed as a measure of ratability, assessing
which resource a user is most likely to rate next, given his current prole.
Intra{List Similarity (ILSM): The ILSM of a recommendation list is based on the
pair{wise similarity of all items in the list, and requires the use of an external
similarity measure. For a recommendation list L of length n and similarity metric









In [96] this metric was used to identify recommendation lists that contained highly
similar resources. The lists were then modied using a topic diversication algo-
rithm, that eectively replaces the most similar resources in the list with maximally
dissimilar ones. It was found that although this reduced performance in terms of
predictive accuracy, overall user satisfaction had increased (at specic levels of
diversication).
Authority: The authority of a resource is a measure of its centrality and importance,
relative to all other resources in a dataset. Authority can be dened internally, or
imposed externally. In this work, the author chose to view authority as an ordering
imposed on a domain by an external judging entity { ISI's Impact Factor [37].
Personalisation: Personalisation measures assess the overlap between recommendation
lists provided for each user. Spearman's Footrule for Top{k lists is a mathemati-
cally rigorous metric, used to perform the comparison [25]. For two lists, 1 and




jrank(i;1)   rank(i;2)j; (2.6)
where rank(i;j) is the rank of resource i in list j. For i = 2 j, rank(i;j) returns
a constant, l, set to k+1 in this work. The personalisation score for the algorithm
is the mean Fl over all pair comparisons.
Rank, Coverage, and Adjusted Rank: In a leave{1{out methodology, Rank is dened
as the ranking of the withheld resource in the recommendation list produced. To
aggregate results the percentage of the time that a withheld item appears within
a given threshold is measured. It is similar to the Precision metric (discussed in
Section 2.2.1) but is not concerned with the value of the predicted rating but rather
its position in the list. Coverage expresses how many times the withheld resource
appears in the recommendation list out of all the tests made. While related to
Recall (also discussed in Section 2.2.1), Coverage does not require the total numberChapter 2 A critical review of background literature 27
of positive search results to be known at the outset. Finally, Adjusted Rank is the
product of Rank and Coverage giving an eective rank measure which penalizes a
RS for the times the withheld item does not appear in the list of recommendations.
Boldness: How strongly an algorithm recommends a particular resource to users is
measured by boldness. It compares how frequently the system predicts a resource
will receive ratings at the extremes of the rating scale to how frequently such
extreme predictions are expected.
Boldness = % of actual extreme predictions
% of expected extreme predictions
(2.7)
A at probability distribution is suggested as a model for the expected frequency
of extreme ratings, but statistics from the data could also be used, along with
other probability distributions.
Adaptability: This metric is designed to capture how modications made to a user's
prole are reected in the recommendation lists provided to them. To measure
this, users are grouped in pairs, and their proles split into four segments of equal
size. For each pair of users, three pseudo{users are generated: Adapt{Light, Even
Split, and Adapt{Heavy. Adapt{Light pseudo{users inherit three segments from
the rst user and one from the other, Even Split ones have proles that consist
of two segments from each user, while Adapt{Heavy pseudo{users are constructed
using one segment from the rst user and three from the other. The adaptability
score is obtained by comparing the distance between recommendation lists for the
pseudo{users and the last (unused) segment of the second user's prole to the
distance between the prole of the rst user and the same segment. Spearman's
Footrule is used as the distance metric.
In order to use HRI as a constructive theory, the desired qualities of the system under
development must rst be mapped to specic aspects. The metrics associated with
these aspects by HRI can then be used to benchmark and evaluate the recommendation
algorithms under consideration.
2.3 Web 2.0 and Social Computing
In [39], Hogg et al. state that Web 2.0 is \the philosophy of mutually maximizing
collective intelligence and added value for each participant by formalized and dynamic
information sharing and creation". In short, Web 2.0 promotes the concept that users
can act simultaneously as both the creators and the consumers of information, if pro-
vided with the platforms and tools to facilitate collaboration. Developments such as28 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
social networking sites [48, 94, 93], wikis [87], blogs [33, 86], Web APIs [61], and Web
Applications [34, 35] all fall under this category.
Web 2.0 is not associated with any particular technological advances, but rather with
the realisation that people are willing to publish personal information freely, and en
masse on the Web. This enthusiastic behaviour is probably associated with a number of
factors such as the desire to connect and share experiences with similarly minded people,
or expectations of extracting added value in terms of information organisation and re-
trieval capabilities oered by the publishing systems (and powered by their collaborative
nature). Since the unwillingness of users to provide ratings and personal information is
seen as one of the factors hindering the performance of current implementations, Rec-
ommender Systems have much to gain by exploiting and integrating information their
users publish using technologies associated with Web 2.0.
2.4 The Semantic Logger
The Semantic Logger (SL) is an autobiographical metadata acquisition system, and the
outcome of previous work, [89]. The intuition behind the system is to capture any
information created, or accessed by its' users on their local machine, or online. The
information captured is then integrated to assemble the context associated with each
particular event. Such associations are inferred when objects occur at the same time
or place, and the assembled context can be used to produce annotations. It can be
seen as a means to populate the Semantic Web [9] with personal metadata that is
automatically generated for raw multimedia data captured by personal devices. Since
analysing multimedia objects to obtain high-level descriptors is a hard task, it may be
easier to rst associate a multimedia object with other objects for which semantics can
be more readily extracted. This aspect of the work is described in [23]. However it has
been developed with the user proling component of the framework proposed in this
dissertation in mind.
The Semantic Squirrel Special Interest Group (SSSIG) [40] is a group of researchers
based at the University of Southampton who aim to automate the process of logging
available raw data, (or `nuts'), that can describe aspects of ones personal experience. A
number of squirrels have been developed in this process, and an ethos of the group is to
preserve this raw data in order to retain any unforeseen potentials for exploitation and
transcend issues pertaining to platform and application restrictions. The SSSIG is also
focusing on identifying novel systems using the collected data.
This raw data forms the basis of the knowledge acquisition phase for the Semantic Logger
and is parsed into RDF[47] representations. Eort has been put in selecting appropriate
representations: they have been taken from proposed standards at the W3C or other
standards making bodies, or have been selected due to current uptake on the web. WhereChapter 2 A critical review of background literature 29
such standards have not been available, local ontologies were constructed which describe
the given phenomenon, while maintaining simplicity and generality. The intent is to use
raw data about people in order to build the context of a particular event at a particular
time. By virtue of the fact that each event logged by the system is time-stamped,
dierent levels of granularity can be chosen to describe its context.
The majority of the information held at a private machine is expected to be in textual
form, such as e{mails, calendar entries, articles, web{pages, etc. However, this infor-
mation is of limited use if it is kept in its original form, as contiguous sentences. We
use techniques from the eld of Natural Language Processing to deal with the issue of
extracting semantics from such fragments, by performing tasks such as named entity
recognition and part{of{speech tagging. GATE [17], the General Architecture for Text
Engineering, is comprised of an architecture, a free open source framework and a graph-
ical development environment to support such tasks. In the context of this work, GATE
is used to identify concepts and named entities in text, that can then be used as proling
features.
2.4.1 Sources of Information
A distinction is made between personal metadata { information captured and stored
directly by the user, and information harvested from the Internet { social metadata.
Figure 2.2 presents the sources of information exploited by the system, grouped under
these categories.
2.4.1.1 Personal metadata
The items grouped under the label, Personal Context, are sources of contextual infor-
mation logged directly by the user.
 Web Browsing: Information regarding the web-browsing, bookmarking, and
downloading activities is captured. These are parsed into a local-namespace which
utilises concepts described in the Netscape ontology1.
 Location Information: GPS tracklogs are converted into geographic points, ex-
pressed in the Basic Geo (WGS84 lat/long) Vocabulary. Location information is
also tracked by logging wireless access points a user's laptop connects to. This is
done using the online service Plazes[68].
 Calendar entries: We have adopted the W3C recommendation in representing
calendar entries in RDF. A client-side application is available for download from
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the Semantic Logger Architecture
the Semantic Logger site to automate the export of iCal [18] les (commonly used
and platform independent) into this representation. Calendar entries can serve as
context indicators for user activities, or geographical locations.
 Email History: The user's MBOX is parsed into a local namespace, detailing
e{mail activity. These can in turn be matched up to public foaf:mbox sha1sums
to indicate relationships between people.
These are parsed into RDF, associated to a user's URI, and stored in a personal
knowledge{base.
2.4.1.2 Social metadata
Information harvested from the internet, and uploaded to the SL, is what we refer to as
social metadata. The sources of information selected to be captured from Web have been
chosen to complement the sources of personal metadata described earlier by utilising the
social aspect of the sites. The information gathered by the system includes but is not
limited to:
 Web Browsing Information: The site del.icio.us, [93], provides information about
Web bookmarking. This information is parsed into the Netscape ontology.
 Location Information: Location information is also taken from the photo-sharing
site Flickr, in the form of geo-tagged images.Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature 31
 Music Playlist Information: Last.fm is used to capture information regarding the
user's music listening behaviour.
As it stands the Semantic Logger consists of a central public knowledge-base where all
users publish their public data, along with two knowledge-bases for each user that are
both password protected. One is set to be the user's private KB while the second one
can also be accessed by the user's friends.
2.5 Machine Learning algorithms
This section presents various Machine Learning algorithms that are typically used to
drive the process of learning user proles and producing recommendations. The selection
of algorithms presented here is far from an exhaustive listing, since the vast majority
of such algorithms can be modied for a recommendation setting, but rather serves
the purpose of illustrating the spectrum of applicable techniques and their intuitive
dierences.
2.5.1 Deterministic algorithms
Deterministic machine learning algorithms make use of the Vector{Space model. The
model was rst expressed in Information Retrieval (IR), in order to map queries to
documents. Both concepts are seen to consist of terms, the words that make up a
document or a query. In the Vector{Space model, documents are represented as vectors
in a multidimensional Euclidean space. Each axis in this space corresponds to a term,
and the coordinate of a document in the direction of a term is determined by the number
of times the term occurs in the document.
This approach can be applied to Recommender Systems in various ways, depending on
the recommendation strategy used. For CB systems, each item is seen as a vector of
descriptive features (e.g. colour). Specic attributes (e.g. black) can then be mapped
to numerical values in order to obtain co{ordinates in the direction of the feature. Users
can then be represented as the centroid of the points representing items in their proles.
In CF, users are seen as vectors with dimensionality equal to the number of resources
available for recommendation. The ratings provided by a user then give the coordinates
in the directions of the rated resources. The user for whom recommendations are to be
made is treated as a query to retrieve similar users. A similar process is carried out in
DF, using vectors of demographic features to represent users.
The following sections elaborate on specic algorithms that make use of this conceptu-
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2.5.1.1 k{nearest neighbours and k{means clustering
k{nearest neighbours (k{NN) is the most popular algorithm for implementing Collabo-
rative Filtering, as it is very intuitive to implement. Once users have been represented
as vectors in a multi{dimensional space, distance between them can be evaluated using
a variety of metrics, such as the Euclidean distance or vector cosine similarity [71]. The
distance between each pair of users is then calculated, and each user associated with a
set of k most similar users; this is called the user's neighbourhood. Ratings provided by
the neighbourhood are then aggregated, and used to produce recommendations.
A similar intuition is expressed by the k{means clustering algorithm. The objective is to
produce clusters of similar users by assessing the distance between their representative
vectors, similarly to k{NN. However, the target number of clusters is dened at the out-
set, instead of the neighbourhood size. It is an iterative algorithm, where each cluster is
associated with its centroid, which is initially an arbitrary vector. Each user is associ-
ated to the cluster which minimises the distance between the user and its centroid. Once
all users have been assigned to clusters, the centroid for each cluster is recomputed, and
the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration. Once the assignment of users to clusters
ceases to change (by much), the algorithm terminates. This approach provides com-
putational benets over k{NN, provided that the number of clusters remains relatively
small compared to the number of users.
2.5.1.2 Singular Value Decomposition and Latent Semantic Indexing
In the Vector{space model, each user was considered a vector, in a multidimensional
space where each resource was allocated a distinct dimension. The rating provided by
user about a resource then provided the vector's coordinate at that particular dimension.
This description appears redundant: the users will likely exhibit similar rating behaviour
across sets of resources. For example fans of a particular music group could rate all their
releases highly. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [31] is a technique used in order
to eliminate redundancy and reduce the dimensionality of the representation. For an














where r  n, and the matrices U and V are column ortho{normal, UTU = V TV = I. ,
the diagonal mr matrix in the middle, is the matrix of singular values , which is typ-
ically organised such that 1    r  0, by making the corresponding alterations
to U and V . Now, each row of U can be considered an r{dimensional representation ofChapter 2 A critical review of background literature 33
the corresponding row of A and similarly each column of V T an r{dimensional repre-
sentation of the corresponding column of A. Thus, calculating similarity between users
can be carried out by computing the similarity between the corresponding rows of U.
In Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), [19], the corpus is rst used to compute the matrices
U, , and V . Then, a number of dimensions corresponding to the smallest singular values
are dropped, and similarity between users is computed for collaborative ltering using
the reduced representations. An interesting feature of this approach is that both users
and items are projected onto the same space. Therefore a single comparison can give
the similarity between an item and a user prole.
2.5.2 Probabilistic algorithms
Although the vector{space model and related technologies are very well established
within the Information Retrieval community, it remains an operational model. It pro-
vides a precise denition for computing similarity between documents, but makes no
attempt at justifying why relevance should be dened in this way. The following sec-
tions present probabilistic approaches, based on statistical models for the generation of
documents and terms; in the RS case, users and resources respectively.
2.5.2.1 Bayesian methods
The application of Bayesian methods in classication has had a large impact on the eld
of Machine Learning, and numerous studies have been conducted to assess its optimality,





Where r is a type (or class), and fu1;:::;ung tokens (or instances). Bayes' rule cal-
culates the probability that tokens in fu1;:::;ung have been generated by r, based on
prior probability distributions over types and tokens, and a generative model for each
type to provide the likelihood.
Conditional probabilities provide a natural way to address issues pertaining to causality,
as the question of similarity between tokens becomes the probability they belong to the
same class.
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Because this assumption is unlikely to hold in most situations, the method has been
dubbed the `naive' Bayes classier. Despite its naivety the algorithm has frequently
been found to outperform its deterministic counterparts.
The `naive' Bayes classier can be intuitively adapted to produce recommendations.
Let the tokens fu1;:::;ung be the resources rated by the active user, and r the resource
being assessed for recommendation. P(r) and P(u1):::P(un) are considered to be the
popularity of each resource; this is dened as the ratio of users that rated them:
P(r) =
number of users who rated resource r
total number of users in the system
(2.13)
Finally, the probabilities P(u1jr):::P(unjr) can be dened as the number of times
resources ui and r have been rated together:
P(uijr) =
number of users who rated resources ui and r
total number of users in the system
(2.14)
However, in the RS setting the independence assumption is analogous to the statement
that the ratings provided by users are independent to each other. In other words, the
resources that a user chooses to rate are a set drawn randomly from the corpus, which
is clearly untrue. Chapter 5 details a method to encode such dependencies in a graph,
which is subsequently used to obtain both the prior distributions and the likelihood.
2.5.2.2 Expectation { Maximisation and Probabilistic Latent Semantic In-
dexing
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing, [38] is a probabilistic extension to standard
Latent Semantic Analysis and relies on decomposing the dataset using an aspect model
rather than applying SVD. The probabilistic nature of PLSI provides a solid statistical
background and denes a generative data model.Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature 35
An aspect model is a statistical latent variable model [77] to associate an unobserved
class, to each observation pair. In terms of a joint probability model it can be expressed
as :





where z represents the latent classes, while d and w encode for the observations in
terms of documents and words respectively. To generate an observed pair (d;w) under
this model, the document is selected rst with probability P(d). Then, the word w is
generated with probability P(wjd). This is the sum of the probabilities that the word
is generated by each latent class z, scaled by the probability that the document was
also generated by the same class [54]. In the RS context, documents are identied with
users, while words are represented by the resources assessed for recommendation.
In short, the intuition expressed by the algorithm is the following. Both users and
resources are generated by the same set of classes. To calculate the probability of
observing a particular rating (a (user;resource) pair), the probabilities of each class
having generated both the user and the resource need to be obtained. Their product
gives the probability that a particular class has generated both events. The sum of these
products will then give the probability of the resource being generated by the same latent
class as the user.
Two independence assumptions are made here:
 Observations (d;w) are generated independently. This is equivalent to the `document{
as{bag{of{words' approach commonly used in information retrieval.
P(d;wjd0;w0) = P(d;w) (2.17)
 Conditional independence is assumed, stating that given the latent class z the









The estimated values of P(d), P(zjd) and P(wjd) are approximated by following the
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where n(d;w) is the number of occurrences of word w in document d.
Expectation Maximisation (EM) is the standard procedure with which the maximum
likelihood is estimated [20] for the complete data, including the unobserved variables.
This is a two-step iterative process where the posterior probabilities, P(zjd;w), for the
latent classes, z, are computed in the expectation step. The model parameters are then
re{estimated for the posteriors previously computed and available statistics from the
training set in the Maximisation step.
Assuming that observations (d;w) are conditionally independent, the Expectation (E)
step is a consistent denition of P(zjd;w). Given the posterior probabilities for all latent
classes and the term frequency vectors for all documents, the Maximisation (M) step is
dened by nding the maximum of the Likelihood function. This is achieved by partially
dierentiating 2.20 with respect to each variable and equating the result to 0.
The computational requirements of this process can be drastically reduced through the
use of summarisation techniques, such as mrkd{trees, as shown in [60, 91].
2.5.3 Graph{based algorithms
Graph{based algorithms made their way into IR systems as the size of the Web and
the reach of search engines increased rapidly, and traditional systems applied to Web
data were starting to perform badly. The reason for this shortcoming is the combination
of a corpus growing at an immense rate, while the queries submitted contained only a
small number of words. The diculty was in returning a handful of the most relevant
and credible documents, when millions could potentially match the query. Graph{based
algorithms express a dierent notion of similarity: Documents are not only related to
each other by the fact the use the same terms, but also because they refer to each
other using hyper{links. The following sections present two of the most inuential such
algorithms.
2.5.3.1 Hubs, Authorities, and HITS
Inspired by bibliometry, and the notions of prestige and authority, Kleinberg [44] pro-
posed a similar conceptualisation for the Web. The web was represented as a directed
graph with nodes encoding Web pages, and edges hyper{links. It was postulated that
the Web includes two types of popular pages: authorities, which carry denitive and
high quality information, and hubs, comprehensive lists of authorities. Further, each
page was considered to be both a hub and an authority, to some extent. In order to
calculate the signicance of each page, both as a hub and an authority he introduced an
iterative algorithm, Hyperlink Induced Topic Search (HITS).Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature 37
HITS makes use of a standard IR system to extract a subgraph from the Web relevant
to a query. Each node is initially assigned unit authority and hub scores. Then, the
algorithm iterates over each node in the graph, carrying out the following operations:
1. The authority score of each node is the sum of the hub scores of the nodes linking
to it.
2. The hub score of each node is the sum of the authority scores of the nodes it links
to.
The iteration continues until there is no signicant change in the scores associated with
each node. It can be shown by the spectral decomposition theorem [36] that if G is
the adjacency matrix encoding the graph, the principal eigenvector of GTG will contain
the authority scores for each node. Respectively, the principal eigenvector of GGT will
contain the hub scores for each node.
2.5.3.2 PageRank
PageRank, [13], expresses a similar intuition to HITS. Every page on the Web is con-
sidered to have a measure of prestige. The algorithm emulates a Web surfer, clicking on
hyper{links at random, forever. The surfer starts from a random node, and clicks on
one of the links on that page at random, with equal probability. Once the surfer has
followed innite links, the frequency at which each page was visited is proportional to
its prestige.
If the graph is irreducible and aperiodic, the principal eigenvector of the adjacency
matrix would provide the prestige value of each page. In other words there would have
to be no nodes in the graph without out{links, and no cycles in which the surfer could
get trapped in. Since the web is not strongly connected and aperiodic, the situation
is rectied by applying a random surfer model, where the surfer may jump between
any two nodes, with a small probability d, in addition to following existing links with
probability 1   d. If the surfer reaches a node with no out{links, a jump is made to
another node at random, with probability 1.
PageRank is used by Google, to rank the results obtained in response to a query from
its text indices of web pages. Since it is independent of the content of a page, or the
query, PageRank is pre{computed for all pages that Google indexes. When a query is
received, the text index is used to obtain a set of possible results. Then, the results
are ranked using an undisclosed combination of each page's PageRank score with the
textual match score.38 Chapter 2 A critical review of background literature
2.6 Analysis and conclusions
Although research on Recommender Systems has been an active eld of research for
a number of years, and various commercial systems have been deployed, such systems
suer the eects of well known problems associated with RS technologies. These include
data sparsity, cold{start problems, and insensitivity to context among others.
The strong roots of the eld in Machine Learning contributed neglecting the social
nature of recommending, as exemplied by the content{based, and rule ltering ap-
proaches. Collaborative and demographic ltering techniques were proposed to remedy
this situation, while the development of context aware systems provides opportunities
for situated recommendations. However, the focus on e{commerce applications and the
use of RS technologies as a tool to maximise vendor prots leads to new considerations,
such as potential biasing eects and a narrow spread of recommendations. Such issues
are addressed in detail by the Human Recommender Interaction Theory, [55].
The limited amount of literature available on performing cross{domain recommendations
points out that information from multiple domains can be leveraged to alleviate some
of the problems presented in Section 2.1.8.
The emergence of the Web 2.0 phenomenon provides immense opportunities for RS
to collect information about their users; especially so since the reluctance of users to
provide proling information, or even ratings is well documented, [79]. At the same
time Semantic Web technologies provide well dened methods and tools for the seamless
integration of disparate data. These can be exploited to integrate proling information
about users, potentially harvested from Web 2.0 and social networking sites.
Finally, since graph{based algorithms have been empirically shown to be extremely
ecient in ranking vast collections of documents on the Web, their application to Rec-
ommender Systems could provide fascinating enhancements. Although hyper{links are
not present, one could assume edges between users and rated resources, and between
resources and descriptive features, in order to apply such algorithms in a RS setting.Chapter 3
Methodology
As pointed out in Section 1.1 there are benets to be reaped by enabling Recommender
Systems to consider multiple domains to draw recommendations from. First, the as-
sumption that the purpose of deploying such systems is to maximise product sales is
dropped. Instead, information made freely available through the wide{spread adoption
of technologies associated with Web 2.0 and social networking sites is imported into the
system to replace the notions of a product catalogue and subscribed users. Since graph{
based algorithms have been highly successful in ranking documents on the Web based
on their authority, a similar algorithm is developed and applied to the task of making
recommendations. Moreover, the proles used to represent users for which recommen-
dations are to be made are automatically compiled through the unobtrusive monitoring
of user activities, both online and oine.
This chapter details the underlying methodology of the recommendation approach pre-
sented herein. The terminology used in the remainder of this dissertation is provided
rst, and the terms established are used to present the recommendation process carried
out by the framework. The methods used to assess the various elements are then pro-
vided, establishing an evaluation methodology. Finally, the expected characteristics of
the framework are contrasted with the shortcomings exhibited by RS technologies that
were identied in the previous chapter.
3.1 Terminology
Denition 1. Resource
A piece of information whose utility can be evaluated subjectively by a human agent.
We denote the set of all resources R, and its size jRj.
Example 1. The lm `Gone with the wind', the music of `Led Zeppelin', or the `The
Semantic Web' article by Berners Lee et. al. can all be considered resources.
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Denition 2. User prole
User proles are sets of resources that a user of the system has previously expressed
interest in. U represents the set of all users, and the function  maps a user to the
resources in his prole.
 : U ! 2R
u 7! (u) = fr1;r2; ;rng; 1  n  jRj
(3.1)
2R denotes the powerset { the set of all subsets { of R.
Example 2. A person, u who is using the system and has downloaded the `The Semantic
Web' article, has accessed the IMDb[41] page for `Gone with the wind', and has a folder
on their hard drive called `Led Zeppelin' may have the prole:
(u) = f`The Semantic Web', `Gone With The Wind', `Led Zeppelin'g
Denition 3. Experts
The term expert refers to a human agent that explicitly expresses preferences regarding
resources in a subset of R. The function 0 maps an expert to the resources he has
assessed. In addition, the function  can be applied to an expert{resource pair, (e;r) to
obtain a numerical value, indicative of the experts' relative preference over the assessed
resource r. Each such mapping is referred to as a rating. The set of all experts is denoted
E.
0 : E ! 2R
e 7! 0(e) = fr1;r2; ;rng; 1  n  jRj
(3.2)
 : E  R ! R
e;r 7! (e;r) = w
(3.3)
Having introduced experts, the function " can now be dened to provide a mapping
from a resource to the experts that rated it.
" : R ! 2E
r 7! "(r) = fe1;e2; ;eng; 1  n  jEj
(3.4)
As such, experts in "(r) will have provided ratings for resource r:
8e 2 "(r); (e;r) > 0
Example 3. To illustrate this concept we will refer to two online services we have
incorporated in the framework: Last.fm [48] and NetFlix [6], from the domains of music
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many times each track, album or artist has been played by each user. NetFlix is an online
DVD rental company which allows users to rate lms they have seen on a scale from 1 to
5. They have now opened a large portion of their dataset to the public and announced
a competition to improve their recommendation algorithm [63]. In the case of Last.fm,
the function 0(e) can be used to obtain the list of all artists, albums, and tracks that
a particular Last.fm subscriber, e, has listened to, while (e;ri) will return the number
of times e has played item ri. Conversely, for NetFlix subscribers the functions 0 and
 return the movies rated and the rating associated with each fexpert, movieg pair,
respectively.
We can now clarify the use of the term domain in this context.
Denition 4. Domain
Domains are openly accessible corpora of ratings. As such, each domain is characterised
by a group of experts who express preferences on a subset of the resources in R. The
function  maps a domain to the resources for which preferences are expressed upon,
while " returns the set of experts that have evaluated them. It is important to note
that resources (and experts) may belong to more than one domain. D represents the
set of all domains.
 : D ! 2R
d 7! (d) = fr1;r2; ;rng; 1  n  jRj
(3.5)
" : D ! 2E
d 7! "(d) = fe1;e2; ;emg; 1  m  jEj
(3.6)
: 8e 2 "(d); (d) \ 0(e) 6= ;
Example 4. Last.fm and NetFlix are good domain examples. In both cases " returns
the subscribers of these two services.  resolves all artists, tracks, and albums available
for Last.fm, while for NetFlix it returns the company's DVD catalogue. Furthermore,
`Led Zeppelin' can be expected to appear in both domains, as various documentaries and
music videos of the band are available. A less obvious example domain is CiteSeer[27],
in the academic publication domain. Here, authors can be considered to be both the
experts and the resources. The number of times one author references another can then
be used instead of ratings or playcounts.
We can now formulate the objective: To develop a framework able to predict the
utility of any resource, irrespective of its domain, to a particular user. This
formulation introduces the requirement that a user pro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of experts in various domains. The diculty arises when the resources to be evaluated
occur in a dierent domain to those which contain resources in the users' prole, since
it is not clear how the user should be projected in the new space. More formally, this




0(e) = ; (3.7)
This obstacle indicates the need for a homogeneous vocabulary of terms, which can be
used to identify any resource in the world. Provided this is available, projections of
both the user and experts in "(d) on this vocabulary can be obtained and compared.
Such a vocabulary is termed a Universal Vocabulary. The intuitive absurdity of such a
requirement is addressed in Chapter 4.
Denition 5. Universal Vocabulary and associated metrics
A vocabulary that allows the unique identication of any resource in the world through
a combination of an arbitrary number of terms contained within it. Furthermore, such
a corpus encodes the semantic relations between terms in order to eectively compute
similarity between (the projections of) users and resources, independently of their do-
main of origin. In order to express this, we denote the set of terms contained in the
Universal Vocabulary W, and introduce a further three functions: ', ', and . The
function ' projects a resource onto the Universal Vocabulary, returning the set of terms
that can be used to describe it, while ' operates on a set of resources to obtain the
smallest subset of the vocabulary that is sucient to describe all resources in the former
set.  is a similarity metric, which assesses the strength of the relationship between a
particular term and a collection of other terms. This is required since we intend to com-
pare a user's prole (which is seen as set of resources) to each resource being assessed
for recommendation.
' : R ! 2W
r 7! '(r) = ff1;f2; ;fng; 1  n  jWj
(3.8)
' : 2R ! 2W
fr1;r2; ;rng 7! '(fr1;r2; ;rng) = ff1;f2; ;fmg
(3.9)
; 1  n  jRj; 1  m  jWj
 : W  2W ! R
ff;ff1;f2; ;fngg 7! (f;ff1;f2; ;fng) = s; 1  n  jWj
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Example 5. A graph{like structure with vertices representing terms in the vocabulary
and edges encoding for the semantic relationships between terms, such that each resource
can be mapped to a unique subgraph. Such structures are attractive for our purpose
since they can be exploited to provide intuitive denitions for , the similarity metric.
As presented in detail in Chapter 4, Wikipedia is used as the universal vocabulary
for the purposes of this dissertation. Articles in Wikipedia are used as the terms in
the vocabulary, while the presence of a hyperlink between two articles is assumed to
encode an implicit semantic relationship between the concepts they describe. Thus,
the function '(r) encodes a process by which resource r is mapped to one (or more)
Wikipedia articles fi that describe it. Similarly, ', operates on a set of resources
and returns a corresponding set of Wikipedia articles. A simplistic denition of  can
for example be the average number of hyperlinks that would have to be followed from
articles in ff1;f2;:::;fng to reach article f. Chapter 5 provides a probabilistic model
for assessing  based on the traversal of hyperlinks between Wikipedia articles to assess
similarity between them.
3.2 The recommendation process
The recommendation process can be seen as consisting of four, non{sequential stages, as
shown in Figure 3.1. First, a complete (as much as possible) user prole is required. In
addition, the user's contextual setting is evaluated at run{time to identify the domain
from which to draw resources for recommendation. Section 5.4.1.4 provides the specics
of this process. Then, the preferences of an external community (or social network)
pertaining to resources in the domain, are obtained and processed. The process of using
Wikipedia as a mediator between expert preferences and elements of user proles from
multiple domains is detailed in Chapter 4. Ratings provided by the domain experts, and
hyper{links in Wikipedia, are integrated as edges in a graph. A Markov chain [50] is then
used to produce recommendations by assessing the probability of traversing the graph
towards a particular resource node, using the nodes in the users prole as a starting
point. This model is the machine learning component of the framework, and Chapter 5
presents details on its construction and usage.
3.3 Rationale and methods for evaluation
The methodology presented in this chapter consists of various elements, that are amal-
gamated by the framework to produce recommendations. This section provides the
rationale for the evaluation of each such element, and outlines the methods used to
carry it out.44 Chapter 3 Methodology
Figure 3.1: Overview of the recommendation process.
3.3.1 Universal vocabulary
When assessing a corpus to be used as a universal vocabulary it is of paramount im-
portance to ensure that similarity between domain resources is preserved when they
are projected to this new space. It is relatively simple to dene a procedure to assess
this. Initial similarity values between domain resources can be obtained by using the
standard vector space approach, as used in item{based CF. Then a new vector is con-
structed for each resource, encoding connections between the resource and other terms
in the vocabulary. Similarity values between these new vectors can then be compared
to the initial values. The strength of the correlation is then used as evidence of whether
or not similarity has been preserved.
The assumption that each resource available for recommendation can be associated
with a single term in the universal vocabulary is a large one to make, as only resources
that can be projected onto this vocabulary can be recommended. In particular, since
Wikipedia is proposed as the universal vocabulary in our approach, it would be assumed
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that resources are imported to the framework from external social networks and com-
munities, together with the fact that most such communities allow their members to
associate `tags' to resources, provides an opportunity to relax the assumption. Provided
that textual descriptors in the form of tags are available, the set of Wikipedia articles
that correspond to them can be used as the universal description of the resource. The
eectiveness of this process needs to be assessed.
These issues are addressed in Section 4.3
3.3.2 Cross{domain recommendations
In broad terms, by cross{domain recommendations we refer to the act of recommending
resources from a domain dierent from those to which the features that appear in a user
prole belong. To illustrate the process, consider two domains, d and d0. Also let (u)
be a subset of (d), and recd0((u))  (d0) denote the recommendations from domain
d0 produced by the framework based on the prole (u). The framework can then be
applied again to obtain recd(recd0((u)))  (d); recommendations from d based on the
ones obtained in the previous step. The magnitude of the overlap between the original
prole, (u), and the nal recommendation list recd(recd0((u))) can serve as evidence
for the consistency of the framework. Performance is expected to degrade as more
`intermediary' domains are added to the process described above. The rate at which
performance is lost is indicative of how well the information contained in the original
prole is retained by the framework while producing cross{domain recommendations.
The application of this experimental approach is provided in Section 5.3.2.
3.3.3 User proling
User proling in the framework is carried out through the unobtrusive monitoring and
archival of information accessed, or created by the users. As such, there is a need to
demonstrate taht the proles generated are adequate for use in producing recommenda-
tions.
To carry this out, the set of experts "(di) is randomly sampled for each domain di 2 D to
obtain subsets "
T(di). These experts are concealed from the machine learning component
of the framework, and a portion of ratings provided by them withheld. The remaining
rated resources are then used to produce recommendations for each expert. Predictive
accuracy metrics will then be used to obtain a threshold on recommendation condence,
such that any recommendations made above the threshold are likely to be true positives;
i.e. the items removed from 0(ej); ej 2 "
T(di) dominate the recommendation lists
produced. Once such thresholds have been obtained for each di, the automatically
generated proles are used to produce recommendations in each domain. The dierence46 Chapter 3 Methodology
between the upper bound of condence in the recommendations produced when using
the generated proles, and the domain thresholds obtained can then be assessed.
In addition, it is argued that the generated proles can be restricted, based on the
contextual setting at the time of recommendation. To assess this claim, dierent subsets
of the same prole will be used to produce recommendations.
The experiments discussed above are carried out in Section 5.4
3.3.4 Overall recommendation quality
While the main focus of the framework is to be able to produce cross{domain recom-
mendations, the overall quality of the recommendation made is an issue that warrants
assessment. Discussion in the previous chapter has pointed out that predictive accu-
racy should not be considered as the single means of evaluating the performance of a
recommender. This section provides a discussion on the metrics selected to evaluate
experimental results in this dissertation.
Popularity and Authority: Popularity is dened as the ratio of experts that have
rated a resource. In contrast Authority is a measure of the resource's centrality in
the dataset { how well connected to other resources it is. The notion of Authority
with respect to the probabilistic model presented in Chapter 5 is provided in
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.3.1. As such the relationship between the two metrics can
provide evidence on how well the model used corresponds to the preferences of
domain experts.
Ratability: The probability that the user will provide a rating for a recommended
resource. In the context of the framework described herein, this metric coincides
with the value used to rank recommendations. Comparisons between these values
can be used to establish whether good recommendations are made with similar
condence across dierent domains.
Intra{list similaririty (ILSM): The average similarity of any two resources that
appear in a list of recommendations. This metric describes the diversity of recom-
mendation lists. As resources in the proposed framework can be described either
using domain{specic representations, or projections from the universal vocabu-
lary, two denitions are provided: ILSM{RV and ILSM{WV respectively. The
relationship between the two scores can be used to verify the appropriateness of
the corpus used as the universal vocabulary.
Rank: When recommendations are drawn from the same domain as proling features,
a single resource is withheld from each prole used in the experiments presented
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corresponding recommendation list, and can be used to assess the accuracy of
recommendations.
Prole rank: The experiments presented in Section 5.3.2 make recommendations
across multiple domains. This is done by identifying a set of common experts, and
recommending resources from one domain, based on proling information from
another. This metric then gives the average rank in the list of recommendations
produced in order to recover all the proling elements in the recommendation
domain.
Top rank: Related to the Prole rank metric, this is the resource that appears in
the experts prole in the recommendation domain, and is ranked the closest to the
top of the recommendation list.
It is noted that direct comparisons between the values of the Rank, Prole rank, and
Top rank metrics cannot be made, as dierent selection eects are present. Regard-
ing the performance of the framework, they represent the average{case, worst{case,
and best{case scenaria respectively.
Personalisation: The degree to which recommendations dier from user to user,
measured using Spearman's Footrule [82]. While the production of personalised
recommendation lists is implicitly important to any recommender system, these
values can also be used to detect changes in performance under dierent experi-
mental set{ups.
3.4 Summary and conclusions
The terminology required to express the various elements of the recommendation frame-
work was dened in this chapter, and used to present an overview of the recommendation
process as dictated by the framework. Further, the experiments carried out to assess
the various operations carried out during this process have been outlined. The follow-
ing section revisits the problems identied in Section 2.1.8 and discusses how they are
addressed by the framework presented herein.
3.4.1 Well known pitfalls in deploying RS revisited
 The `cold start' problems
Cold start problems are rendered irrelevant in the context of the proposed frame-
work. This is the case since users are not assigned empty proles upon registration,
but rather carry with them the information they accessed or created in the past.
Of course, if users have not created any information prior to subscribing with the
system (or have chosen to not disclose any) the problem persists. However, such48 Chapter 3 Methodology
behaviour would somewhat defeat the point of seeking personalised recommenda-
tions. Similarly, resources for recommendation are imported only if a member of
a community with expertise in resources of that type publishes their evaluation of
it.
 The most similar items are not always good recommendations
The fact that the framework requires each resource to be mapped to a unique set
of terms in the universal vocabulary provides a mechanism for identifying inter-
changeable resources. Such resources are expected to have identical descriptions
using terms from the universal vocabulary and can therefore be merged.
 Shifts and temporal cycles of user interests
The rich representations used by the proling component of the framework enable
the segmentation of user proles based on contextual attributes. Information cre-
ated or accessed by a users during a specic time interval can easily be selected
from their prole. As such, shifts of interest and temporal cycles can be accom-
modated for in the framework in two ways { either by considering only the most
recent (subjective to a threshold) elements of a prole in order to make recom-
mendations, or by requiring that users specify a period where their interests were
highly related to their current recommendation need.
 Recommendations made independently of context
Although connected to the previous point, it is argued here that temporal at-
tributes alone are not adequate for representing the context of a recommendation.
While the framework does not oer a solution for automatically determining which
aspects of a user prole are relevant to the context of a particular recommendation,
it provides a novel tool for assessing the eects of using prole segments explicitly
selected to reect a particular context.
 Only items described in one pre-specied representation are considered
The notion of an exhaustive index of the resources to be recommended does not
exist in this framework. Instead, any resources the user has implicitly expressed
interest in form part of their prole, regardless of their origin. As such, the eects
of problems associated with the inadequacy of user proles to represent a wide
range of user interests are expected to be less severe.
 Potential biasing eects
The framework shifts the emphasis from increasing product sales, to satisfying user
needs in deploying RS technologies. By importing preference data from external
expert communities, it becomes harder to spuriously insert an arbitrary resource.
Moreover, to inuence the system to recommend the said resource over others, one
would also have to obtain control over the universal representations of resources
and the semantic connections between their descriptive terms in the universalChapter 3 Methodology 49
vocabulary. Furthermore, since the external communities are simply seen as forums
to publish the preferences of their members, there is no guarantee on which vendor









In the previous chapter the diculty in comparing heterogeneous external communi-
ties of domain experts to user proles was identied. To deal with this issue, Def. 5
introduced the notion of a universal vocabulary. Provided that both the external com-
munities and user proles can be described using this vocabulary, the aforementioned
comparison can be easily facilitated using the new representation. Of course, a vocabu-
lary expressive enough to describe every conceivable resource can not be expected to be
readily available. Thus, the possibility of using Wikipedia as an adequate replacement
is explored in this chapter.
Wikipedia [87] was identied as a rich external source of information, due to its wide
coverage of subjects, maintained by their respective interest groups [28]. There has been
much discussion around the need for the adoption of a lingua franca for the successful
deployment of semantic technologies and the impossibility of imposing a common, en-
gineered understating of the world. Wikipedia, as the largest body of information that
is freely accessible and consensually built, can be regarded as a prominent candidate to
ll this gap. This information may be deemed expert knowledge, and the web{graph
spanned by its articles together with the links between them can be used as the uni-
versal vocabulary in our approach. In addition, the fact that articles are organised in
categories provides added opportunities for extracting some semantics on the quality of
the matching carried out.
In order to project a resource onto Wikipedia we identify a page that corresponds to the
resource. The projection then contains the aforementioned page along with pages that
link to, or are linked from it. Thus, the function ', dened in the previous chapter to
map a resource ri to its universal description will give:
'(ri) = ff1;f2; ;fng (4.1)
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The projection contains the Wikipedia page that corresponds to domain resource ri, and
any other pages connected to it via hypelinks.
In some cases, pointers to Wikipedia pages that correspond to domain resources are
provided by external bodies such as the Musicbrainz knowledgebase [83] in the music
domain. In others, such as the lm domain, Wikipedia categories can be used to assess
whether the page actually corresponds to the resource, or if it refers to a dierent
concept with the same name. Both situations are described in detail in Section 4.3. The
following section presents the approach taken when links between domain resources and
Wikipedia articles cannot be found using the aforementioned techniques.
4.1 Problems
Wikipedia does not actually contain a page for each resource in the world and using it as
the Universal Vocabulary implies that some resources cannot be represented. Therefore
the framework would be unable to predict the utility of such resources to the user. In
such cases it is assumed that the experts who rate the resources also provide textual
descriptors of them.
Given the recent uptake of `free{form tagging' by social networking sites, the assumption
is not an unreasonable one to make. Colleagues working on the TAGora project have
developed an approach, based on a sequential application of lters, for matching such
tags to Wikipedia articles detailed in [15]. This process, summarised below, is used to
obtain Wikipedia representations for resources described by tags.
All tags that appear in a domain are rst collected and then processed as follows:
1. Lexical ltering
First, tags that are a single character long are removed from the dataset, as are
tags longer than 25 characters. Tags that contain numbers and fall under a global
frequency threshold are also discarded. The rest are then processed to convert any
`special' characters that may occur to a base form (e.g.  o to o). Finally, common
stop-words such as pronouns, articles, prepositions, and conjunctions are removed.
2. Compound nouns and misspellings
The Google `did you mean' feature provides an excellent way to resolve compound
nouns and misspellings. Since this is based on the global frequencies of words on
the Web, it is able to resolve common misspellings or abbreviations that would not
appear in a standard dictionary. Compound nouns are also common in tags since
most tagging systems do not allow spaces in tags. As such users resort to dropping
spaces all together, or to using `-', ` ', etc. as delimiters. Google is e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splitting tags consisting of two terms, but is likely to fail for tags that consist of
more. As such, the corpus of tags is iterated over, using the decomposed tags as
prexes and suxes.
3. Wikipedia lookup
Wikipedia is then queried for the ltered tags. In particular, a Wikipedia disam-
biguation page is requested for each tag rst, and if one is not found but an article
matching the tag exists (after following any redirects), the tag is considered to
correspond to the article. If a disambiguation page is obtained, the tag is consid-
ered to have multiple meanings. For the purposes of this dissertation, tags with
multiple meanings are ignored.
4. Morphologically similar terms
A custom singularisation algorithm, together with the Snowball[51] stemming li-
brary are used to merge morphologically similar tags such as blog, blogs and blog-
ging. The Wikipedia articles matched previously with tags are also associated with
morphologically similar terms.
5. WordNet Synonyms
Synonyms are often used to communicate a certain concept. As such WordNet
synsets, [58], are used to merge together synonymous tags. As in the previous
step, Wikipedia matches are shared amongst synonyms.
Any tags not matched to Wikipedia pages in this way are discarded by the recommenda-
tion framework. This is the case since the disambiguation of tags with multiple meanings
is the object of current work within the TAGora project, and has not been available at
the time the experiments were carried out. Moreover, while the ltering of `special'
characters in step 1 may be seen to increase tag polysemy, it is required to carry out the
Wikipedia look-up step. While these limitations are acknowledged, the disambiguation
step was considered beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Resources are then projected onto the recommendation space by aggregating the map-
pings obtained for tags associated with them. More precisely, considering T as the set
of all tags, a further two functions are dened,  and :
 : R ! 2T
r 7! (r) = ft1;t2; ;tmg
(4.2)54 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia
 : D ! 2T




As each tag can be considered a resource in its own right, T  R.
For each resource r, (r) is then the set of tags the resource has been associated with,
while  maps domain d to the set of tags that have been used to describe resources in
(d). Write:
8r 2 (d); (r)  (d) (4.4)
Since the set of all tags T is a subset of R, the set of all resources, the function ' can
be applied to a tag to obtain its projection in Wikipedia, as for any other resource.
4.2 Recommendation space
While Wikipedia is considered adequate to play the Universal Vocabulary role, it is
computationally infeasible to consider the entire corpus each time a recommendation is
to be made. Instead we identify a recommendation space associated with each recom-
mendation domain. This space, S, is a graph whose nodes are given by:
Si = '((di)) (4.5)
Edges in the graph encode hyper{links between the Wikipedia articles that correspond
to the nodes.
The space is represented using an adjacency matrix. This is a square matrix with a row
and a column allocated for each element of Si. The adjacency matrix contains binary
entries indicating the presence of a hyperlink between the two corresponding articles in
Wikipedia.
Once a recommendation space is extracted, we obtain a projection of the user in this
space by identifying the elements in their prole that also appear in this space.
'((u)) \ '((di)) (4.6)
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to assessing the utility of this space as a basis
for making recommendations.Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 55
4.3 Assessing the appropriateness of Wikipedia as the uni-
versal vocabulary
The experiments presented in this section share a common intuition. If Wikipedia is
an adequate universal vocabulary, the projections of similar resources should remain
similar. This chapter presented three ways of matching domain resources to Wikipedia
articles. Here, we assess the performance of each one, in terms of retaining similarity
between resources.
In each experiment, the corresponding dataset of domain resources is randomly sampled
to obtain 1 000 resources, each one associated with a vector of ratings assigned to it.
Similarity between each pair of resources is computed using the vector cosine similarity
metric. An adjacency matrix is then constructed for the recommendation space, a subset
of the web{graph spanned by Wikipedia. The rows of this matrix that correspond to the
articles rw
i (and in turn to domain resources, Eq. 4.1) are used to calculate similarity
between the same pairs. Vector cosine similarity values are obtained and compared to
those obtained from the corresponding rating vectors.
4.3.1 When mappings between resources and articles are provided ex-
plicitly
In the music category, the Last.fm system records its users' music listening behaviour,
and uses the data collected to drive additional services such as providing personalised
radio stations and making recommendations. Instead of requiring users to explicitly
rate the music they listen to, Last.fm records the number of times each piece of music
has been listened to as an implicit indication of preference. The system uses URIs from
the Musicbrainz knowledge base [83] as identiers for the available artists. In turn, the
Musicbrainz knowledge base can be exploited to obtain mappings between resources
from the music domain and Wikipedia articles, as Wikipedia articles that correspond to
recording artists are manually asserted into the KB.
The Last.fm dataset was rst sampled randomly to obtain a set of 1 000 artists with
Wikipedia pages. Using Denitions 3, and 4 each artist ri is associated with a vector:
~ ri = h(e1;ri);(e2;ri); ;(ej"(dL)j;ri)i (4.7)
containing the frequency of listening to particular pieces of music by the artist ri for
each Last.fm user e, where dL denotes the Last.fm domain. We assess similarity between
the pairs of resources fri;rjgn by calculating the cosine of the angle between their
corresponding rating vectors.56 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia










































































































































































































Similarity between rating vectors for Last.fm resources
Figure 4.1: (a) The vector cosine similarity score of all pairs of vectors with Last.fm
user ratings for the 1 000 artists selected for evaluation. Pairs are sorted
according to their similarity score.
(b) The vector cosine similarity score for rows in the Wikipedia adjacency
matrix that correspond to the same pairs of artists as in (a).
(c) Similarity of rows in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix as a function
of the similarity of the rating vectors for the corresponding artists.
sim(fri;rjgn) = cos(n) =
~ ri  ~ rj
k~ rik k~ rjk
(4.8)
where k~ rik is the Euclidean norm of the vector ~ ri.
Figure 4.1(a) shows the similarity values obtained for each of the 499 500 pairs, sorted
in ascending order:
sim(fri;rjg1)  sim(fri;rjg2)  :::  sim(fri;rjg499500) (4.9)
The graph illustrates the negative eects of data sparsity, as the vast majority of pairs
are orthogonal. In fact, only 53 158 pairs give similarity values greater than 0.
A recommendation space has been constructed for the same 1 000 resources and encoded
in an adjacency matrix. The vector cosine similarity metric is then applied to pairs of
rows in the matrix that encode Wikipedia pages rw
i that correspond to the artists. NoteChapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 57
that as dened in Denition 4, the function ' would return the indices of non{zero
entries in the rows of the adjacency matrix corresponding to its domain. For simplicity,






Again the operator k  k gives the Euclidean norm of a vector.
For comparison purposes the ordering of pairs is retained from above. A sliding window
approach was employed to eliminate some noise and reveal the underlying trend. The
width of the window has been set to 30, selected empirically to provide a detailed but
clear illustration. Thus, the 30th pair will be assigned the average similarity of pairs 1{30
(inclusive), while the 31st will be assigned the average similarity of pairs 2{31. Figure
4.1(b) provides the resulting graph.
A rst observation to make is that Figure 4.1(b) oscillates wildly for the segment where
Figure 4.1(a) stays at at 0. In other words, the Wikipedia representations of artists
can be used to obtain a ranking in terms of similarity for pairs of resources that appear
completely dissimilar when the rating vectors are used. However, the semantics of this
observation are unclear. Further experimentation and analysis is required to assess
whether people are more positively predisposed to listening to two artists with low
similarity in terms of their Wikipedia representations, than to pairs of artists with an
even lower similarity score.
Second, for pairs whose rating vectors have non{zero similarity, the two graphs exhibit
very similar behaviour. That is, for any two pairs of artists in the sample fri;rjg and
fri0;rj0g with:
sim(fri;rjg)  sim(fri0;rj0g)  0:6 (4.11)
Then:
sim(f'(ri);'(rj)g)  sim(f'(ri0);'(rj0)g) > 0:15 (4.12)
The relationship between the two sets of similarity scores is presented in Figure4.1(c),
where the similarity between pairs of Wikipedia representations of resources is plotted
as a function of the similarity of the corresponding rating vectors of the resources.
Correlation between the two similarity scores can be seen clearly for pairs of artists whose
rating vectors give rise to a similarity score greater than 0.6. While there are obvious
disagreements between the two scores before this point, the curve has a slight, but
positive gradient. Conversely, it is much more important for recommendation purposes
to retain the ranking of highly similar resources than that of resources with low similarity
scores which can be safely discarded.58 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia
4.3.2 When mappings between resources and articles are provided im-
plicitly through the categories articles belong to
The aim of this dissertation is to detail a cross{domain recommendation framework that
is dynamically extensible through importing new domains of resources for recommen-
dation, along with expert preferences. This chapter presented the use of Wikipedia as
common vocabulary to represent heterogeneous resources in a common format, allowing
for comparisons to be made.
The previous section provided an assessment of using Wikipedia for this purpose, when
high quality mappings between domain resources and Wikipedia articles are provided by
an external source. However, compiling such mappings is a labour intensive process, and
introducing this as a requirement is considered restrictive in term of the extensibility of
the framework. Here, we assess whether the fact that Wikipedia articles are organised
in categories can be exploited to automatically obtain such mappings.
The Netix dataset was used in order to carry out this aspect of evaluation. Netix
provides an online DVD rental service to over 2 million subscribers. Users can rent
movies they select out of the 17 770 titles that Netix carries, and are later encouraged
to provide ratings for the movies they watched.
Each title in the Netix dataset is rst sent to the Wikipedia search interface. Wikipedia
ranks the search results in order of relevance to the query. If an article is returned with
100% relevance, that article is considered a candidate to represent the movie title that
was searched for. In order to validate the match, the categories the article belongs to
are obtained and processed.
In particular, if the article belongs to at least one category which contains the terms
`Film', `Series', `TV', `DVD', `Episode', or `Show', then it is considered to be a good
match. The process identies Wikipedia articles representing 10 088 DVD titles. Once
mappings have been obtained, the evaluation to assess their quality is carried out in the
same manner as the previous section.
The mapped resources are rst sampled to obtain a set of 1 000 movies. Figure 4.2(a)
presents the similarity scores obtained for each pair of resources fri;rjg in this set, using
the rating vectors
~ ri = h(e1;ri);(e2;ri); ;(ej"(dN)j;ri)i (4.13)
associated with resources in the Netix dataset, dN. Similarity between resources is
given by Equation 4.8, and pairs are again sorted in ascending order of similarity. It can
be seen from the graph that the level of sparsity is lower in Netix than in Last.fm, as
only a small number of pairs have no similarity.Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 59







































































































































































































Similarity between rating vectors for Netﬂix resources
Figure 4.2: (a) The vector cosine similarity score of all pairs of vectors with Netix
user ratings for the 1 000 movies selected for evaluation. Pairs are sorted
according to their similarity score.
(b) The vector cosine similarity score for rows in the Wikipedia adjacency
matrix that correspond to the same pairs of movies as in (a).
(c) Similarity of rows in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix as a function
of the similarity of the rating vectors for the corresponding movies.
Figure 4.2(b) presents the similarity score for the same ordering of pairs as for 4.2(a),
when vectors ~ '(ri), from the recommendation space are used. Similarity between such
vectors is evaluated using Equation 4.10. It must be noted that although the overall
shape of the curve may appear at for the less similar pairs, it has a slight positive
gradient.
Further, the fact that the curve of Figure 4.2(b) is much narrower than that of 4.1(b)
provides some evidence to the claim that even for low similarity scores, the Wikipedia
representations give rise to values proportional to those assigned by humans, based
on taste. Since similarity using rating vectors is non{zero for almost all pairs, their
arrangement in terms of similarity is more accurate. As such, the similarity scores for
consecutive pairs, obtained using vectors from the recommendation space (the Wikipedia
adjacency matrix) vary less. However, other factors may be involved, such as domain{
specic attributes (e.g. movie articles could in general be less similar than those for
recording artists) and thus the issue warrants further examination.60 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia
The correlation between the largest elements of the two sets of similarity scores is strik-
ing, as shown in Figure 4.2(c). When similarity between pairs of vectors in the recom-
mendation space, '(ri), is plotted as a function of the similarity of rating vectors, ~ ri,
for this sample, we nd that:
If:
sim(fri;rjg)  sim(fri0;rj0g)  0:52 (4.14)
Then:
sim(f'(ri);'(rj)g)  sim(f'(ri0);'(rj0)g) > 0:09 (4.15)
4.3.3 When mappings between resources and articles are provided
through processing tags associated with the resource
This section revisits the diculties identied in Section 4.1, when mappings between re-
sources and Wikipedia articles are neither provided explicitly, nor can domain resources
be expected to fall under a small number of Wikipedia categories. Provided that do-
main experts are allowed to associate descriptive tags with the resources they evaluate,
the opportunity arises to rst map individual tags to Wikipedia articles. The process
through which this is carried out was described in Section 4.1.
The del.icio.us social bookmarking site has been selected to demonstrate this approach.
As subscribers are allowed to bookmark any URL they want, it may not be possible to
match such resources to Wikipedia using the two aforementioned techniques. As such,
resources are projected onto the recommendation space by aggregating the mappings





It must also be noted the the notion of ratings is absent in del.icio.us; either a user has
bookmarked a URL, or not. Thus, the vectors
~ ri = h(e1;ri);(e2;ri); ;(ej"(dD)j;ri)i (4.17)
corresponding to URLs have Boolean entries, where dD is the del.icio.us domain.
The dataset is sampled randomly, as before, to obtain a set of 1 000 resources. However,
here each URL is associated with two additional vectors: a tag vector
~ ri = h(e1;ri);(e2;ri); ;(ej"(dL)j;ri)i (4.18)
and a vector from the recommendation space, ~ (ri).Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 61






















































































































































































































Similarity between rating vectors for del.icio.us resources
Figure 4.3: (a) The vector cosine similarity score of all pairs of vectors with Boolean
entries indicating the del.icio.us users that have bookmarked the 1 000
URLs selected for evaluation. Pairs are sorted according to their simi-
larity score.
(b) The vector cosine similarity score for rows in the Wikipedia adja-
cency matrix that correspond to the same pairs of URLs as in (a).
(c) Similarity of rows in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix as a function
of the similarity of the vectors of (a).
Figure 4.3 provides an analysis of the relationship between the similarity of pairs of
resources when they are expressed as rating vectors, and the similarity of the same
pairs, seen as vectors from the recommendation space. When compared to Figures 4.1
and 4.2, the results in this domain are poor as the ranking of pairs of resources based
on the similarity of their rating vectors appears to have no relationship to the similarity
of their projections in Wikipedia.
With respect to the issue of ignoring polysemous tags, it is noted that it has no eect
in the similarity between rating vectors (Figure 4.3(a))) as these vectors only contain
the indices of users that have bookmarked a particular URL. Moreover, polysemous tags
are also included in calculating similarity between URLs when expressed as tag vectors,
~ (ri) (Figures 4.4(a), 4.5(b)). In fact, they have only been discarded from the vectors
~ '(ri), as we have not attempted to map them to Wikipedia pages. However, Figure 4.4
shows a clear correlation between the similarity of tag vectors corresponding to URLs,
and the similarity of vectors that contain the projection of tags with only one meaning
in Wikipedia.62 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia



















































































































































































































Similarity between tag vectors for del.icio.us resources
Figure 4.4: (a) The vector cosine similarity score of all pairs of vectors with Boolean entries
indicating the tags associated with the 1 000 URLs selected for evaluation. Pairs
are sorted according to their similarity score.
(b) The vector cosine similarity score for rows in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix
that correspond to the same pairs of URLs as in (a).
(c) Similarity of rows in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix as a function of the
similarity of the vectors of (a).
Motivated by this negative result, and since tags had been used as a proxy for book-
marked URLs to be projected onto Wikipedia, we examine the relationship between the
vectors ~ (ri) and ~ '(ri).
Figure 4.4 indicates a very strong correlation between the similarity of vectors from
the recommendation space and that of tag vectors, corresponding to the same pairs of
resources. However, both denitions of similarity are less prone to the adverse eects
of data sparsity in terms of user ratings than the Collaborative Filtering metric. First,
this type of sparsity is irrelevant to the similarity of vectors ~ '(ri), as rating information
is not used. Second, as each expert in e(dD) provides at least one tag for each URL
they bookmark, more tags can be found to correspond to a single URL than experts.
However the question whether vectors of tags corresponding to URLs convey the same
kind of similarity between them as the fact that they have been bookmarked by the same
users remains. The issue is addressed by performing the same type of analysis between
the similarity of rating vectors representing resources, and that of corresponding vectors
of tags. The results presented in Figure 4.5 show no evidence that they do. These resultsChapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 63


































































































































































































Similarity between rating vectors for del.icio.us resources
Figure 4.5: (a) The vector cosine similarity score of all pairs of vectors with Boolean entries
indicating the del.icio.us users that have bookmarked the 1 000 URLs selected for
evaluation. Pairs are sorted according to their similarity score.
(b) The vector cosine similarity score for vectors with Boolean entries indicating
the tags associated with the same pairs of URLs as in (a).
(c) Similarity of vectors with Boolean entries indicating the tags associated with
the bookmarked URLs as a function of the similarity of the vectors of (a).
would appear to suggest that even when the same URLs are bookmarked by dierent
users, the tags used to describe them dier.
As eluded to earlier, rating vectors are more sparse than the other two types of vectors
associated with resources, rendering the similarity metric less sensitive. Such a failure
could eliminate any evidence of correlation, as pairs would not be sorted in the correct
order. In fact, over 76% of the URLs have only been bookmarked by just one person,
and only 1 216 of the total 598 660 URLs are bookmarked by more than 25 users. For
comparison, only 4% of the Last.fm resources have been rated by only one person, while
for Netix each movie is rated by at least 3 subscribers.
To test whether any correlations between the similarity of rating vectors and that of cor-
responding vectors from the recommendation space become more evident as the sparsity
of the rating vectors is reduced, more samples are obtained from the dataset. Instead
of sampling the dataset randomly, a threshold in the number of del.icio.us subscribers
that have bookmarked each URL in the sample is applied. Figures 4.6(a) { (d) provide
the relationship between the two types of similarity for samples obtained at thresholds
of 0, 25, 50, and 100 respectively.64 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia
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Figure 4.6: Similarity of pairs of rows in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix as a func-
tion of the vector cosine similarity score of corresponding pairs of vec-
tors with Boolean entries indicating the del.icio.us users that have book-
marked:
(a) the 1 000 URLs randomly selected for evaluation,
(b) the 1 216 URLs bookmarked by more than 25 experts,
(c) the 277 URLs bookmarked by more than 50 experts,
(d) the 44 URLs bookmarked by more than 100 experts.
Indeed, some evidence of correlation is already recovered after the application of the
lowest threshold, requiring that each vector contains at least 26 entries, as shown in
Figure 4.6(b). Figures 4.6(c) { (d) show that this correlation grows stronger, as the
rating vectors become more dense. In other words, as the similarity metric between
rating vectors becomes more sensitive, and the sorting of pairs of resources based on it
more accurate, the similarity scores between such pairs are found to correspond better
with those obtained by comparing vectors that encode the web{graph spanned by articles
in Wikipedia that correspond to the same pairs of resources.
The purpose of this section was to assess whether the projections of resources in theChapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 65
recommendation space, obtained through mapping descriptive tags to Wikipedia articles,
can be compared to convey the same kind of similarity between resources as that obtained
by comparing vectors of ratings. It has been shown that when the data is relatively dense
this appears to be the case.
A further observation to make is that the upper bound in similarity between rating
vectors appears to decrease, as the data becomes more dense. To re{iterate, resources
expressed as rating vectors can be expected to become less similar, as more users rate
them. In contrast, with the exception of Figure 4.6(a), the upper bound in similarity
between vectors in the Wikipedia adjacency matrix appears to remain stable. This is
interpreted as further evidence towards speculations voiced in the preceding two sections,
that the ranking of two pairs of resources based on the similarity of their corresponding
vectors in the recommendation space is reliable even in cases where both pairs receive
low similarity scores.66 Chapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia
4.4 Conclusions
Figure 4.7: A visual representation of the contributions in this Chapter.
The previous chapter set a requirement for a universal vocabulary to facilitate com-
parisons between heterogeneous resources from dierent domains, in order to deploy
the cross-domain recommendation framework. This chapter proposed that Wikipedia
can be used for this purpose and described methods to project domain resources onto
Wikipedia, specic to domain characteristics.
Wikipedia articles corresponding to domain resources are identied in three ways: either
by explicitly provided high quality mappings, or implicitly by issuing textual queries to
Wikipedia while at the same time requiring that mappings belong to a specic set of
Wikipedia categories related to the domain in question. When both these strategies are
inapplicable, descriptive tags assigned to resources by domain experts can be mapped to
Wikipedia articles, and in turn every resource to the articles corresponding to the tags
assigned to it. It is assumed that resources from a comprehensive subset of available
domains, as dened in Denition 4, can be mapped to Wikipedia in one of the three
aforementioned ways.
Once domain resources are mapped to Wikipedia articles, a recommendation space is
obtained by constructing a graph that contains nodes for each such article, and each
other page linked to it. Edges then represent hyperlinks between Wikipedia articles.
This space is encoded in a square adjacency matrix, with a row and column for each
node in the graph with Boolean entries. An entry in this matrix represents an edge
between the node encoded by the row index and that encoded by the column index.
To assess whether vectors from this matrix can be compared to convey the same kind of
similarity between resources as that obtained by comparing vectors of ratings, a domain
for which each method would be applicable was obtained and the resources associated
with it processed. It was found that when similarity between rating vectors could be
expected to be trustworthy (i.e. when data sparsity was low enough) the two similarity
values appear to correlate.
For recommendation purposes it would suce that highly similar pairs could be ranked
in the same order based on either denition of similarity. However, evidence was also
collected towards the claim that the ranking of pairs of resources based on the similarityChapter 4 The Universal Vocabulary: Wikipedia 67
of corresponding vectors from the recommendation space can be expected to be reliable
even for pairs with very low similarity.
In Section 4.3.1 we found that pairs with low similarity scores in terms of rating vectors
scored lower, on average, in terms of Wikipedia projections than pairs with orthogonal
rating vectors. Considering that no sensible ordering based on cosine similarity can be
imposed to orthogonal vectors, lead to the speculation that such pairs could be better
ranked using the Wikipedia projection.
Using the denser Netix dataset in Section 4.3.2, it was found that similarity between
vectors from the recommendation space varied a lot less, even for extremely low values
of similarity, than for the aforementioned orthogonal ones.
Finally, in Section 4.3.3, where the vast majority of rating vectors were orthogonal, we
were unable to detect any correlation between the two denitions of similarity when pairs
of resources were obtained through random sampling. However, by selecting samples
that were denser, and thus obtaining a more reliable ranking of pairs, the correlations
were recovered.
Although these eects could be attributed to factors that were not studied by the exper-
iments presented here, the fact that they have been observed using three independent
sets of data lends some credibility to the claim.
In summary, the experiments carried out in this chapter have found Wikipedia to be
adequate for use as the universal vocabulary in our approach, with respect to the three
domains that have been considered. In doing so, a methodology has been provided
to assess the appropriateness of any corpus for this role. Other options would include
WordNet [58], various library classication schemes, or specically designed ontologies.
The selection should in turn be guided by the characteristics of the recommendation









This chapter provides the specics of the machine learning component of the recommen-
dation framework presented in this dissertation. Chapter 3 identied the availability of
a universal vocabulary of terms and relationships between them as a requirement for
a system to be able to recommend resources from domains dierent to those of prol-
ing elements. Subsequently, the use of Wikipedia for this purpose was proposed in the
previous chapter, where a number of ways to identify articles representative of domain
resources have been presented. Wikipedia projections of domain resources were then
obtained by compiling vectors encoding the hyperlinks contained in such articles. The
experiments performed in Section 4.3 showed a correlation between the similarity of
the projected representations and that of rating vectors corresponding to resources. In
other words, domain resources can be expected to be rated by the same group of experts
if their Wikipedia projections are similar. Moreover, the correlation was found to be
evident in three independent domains.
The universal vocabulary can naturally be represented as a graph, since the denition
places emphasis on the semantic relationships between terms. Moreover, the projected
vectors are obtained by rst compiling an adjacency matrix of the web{graph spanned
in Wikipedia by articles that correspond to domain resources. Thus, the use of a graph{
based algorithm was considered appropriate for the task of assessing resources for rec-
ommendation. Markov chains [50] provide a natural, yet very powerful way to model
the traversal of edges in a graph. To do so, each edge is associated with the conditional
probability of reaching the destination node given the origin.
The following section presents a number of pre{processing steps carried out in order
to integrate the preferences expressed by domain experts in the same graph as the
aforementioned projected representations, and Section 5.2 then provides details of the
probabilistic model. The three available datasets are then used to evaluate the algo-
rithm's performance in producing cross{domain recommendation. To carry this out, we
rst establish a baseline behaviour by using the algorithm to produce recommendations
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from the same domain as proling features. Then, the performance of the algorithm in
producing cross{domain recommendations is assessed in comparison to the baseline be-
haviour. Finally, the use of proles generated by the Semantic Logger system to produce
recommendations is demonstrated in Section 5.4
5.1 Data pre{processing
The datasets RS systems typically deal with are both incredibly large, and vastly sparse.
To illustrate, we provide the characteristics of the three datasets chosen to carry out the
evaluation of the framework in Table 5.1. The density column refers to the percentage
of fexpert;resourceg pairs where ratings are available.
Number of Number of Number of Density
experts resources ratings (%)
NetFlix 2 649 429 17 770 100 462 465 0.21
Last.fm 810 104 141 078 2 572 868 0.0023
del.icio.us
1 965 598 660/27 027 877 599/273 357 0.075/0.52
(bookmarks/tags) (bookmarks/tags) (bookmarks/tags)
Table 5.1: Characteristics of the Last.fm, NetFlix, and del.icio.us datasets.
The sheer size of the datasets introduces diculties in merely loading the complete
data in memory. As such, the use of complex, computationally intensive algorithms
on the raw data is prohibited, since this would render the system unusable in terms of
responsiveness. In addition, the extreme levels of sparsity could have adverse eects on
the eectiveness of the framework. The following sections provide details of the various
data pre{processing steps carried out to overcome such issues.
5.1.1 Sampling
First, the dataset is sampled in order to obtain a subset of resources and experts for
which normalisation and summarisation can feasibly be carried out. It is important,
however, that this sampling process does not alter the intrinsic structure of the ratings
matrix. In order to ensure this, a number of statistics are preserved in the sample. The
reader is rst reminded of the following functions, dened in the previous chapter:
"(r) : The set of experts who have rated resource r.
(d) : The set of all resources in domain d.
"(d) : The set of all experts who have rated resources in domain d.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 71
0(e) : The set of resources rated by expert e.
Let d(n) be a subset of (d) of size n. In particular there are j(d)j such singleton sets
d(1), and one set d(j(d)j). Thus, if d0 is one of the sets
d(k) ; k = 1;:::;j(d)j (5.1)
sampled from domain d
(d0)  (d) (5.2)
Similarly
"(d0)  "(d) (5.3)
The relationship between a domain d and a sample d0 drawn from it will be denoted
d0  d for convenience. The computational facilities available will dictate the sample
size, and subsets from (d) and "(d) are initially drawn randomly. The following
statistics are then checked to ensure that the sample retains the intrinsic structure of
the original space:










; 8d0  d (5.4)
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; 8d0  d (5.6)
The process is repeated until a sample of the intended size that satises the requirements
posed above is obtained.72 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
5.1.2 Normalisation
Absolute ratings cannot carry objective interpretations. For example, consider two
experts, e1 and e2, who have both rated the same two resources. Assume that 0(e1) =
0(e2) = fr1;r2g, and that the experts provided the following ratings:
(e1;r1) = 1 (e2;r1) = 2
(e1;r2) = 2 (e2;r2) = 4
It would be a mistake to proclaim that e2 values both resources twice as much as e1.
Instead, it is likely to be the case that both experts value the second resource twice as



















where the functions mean() and std() give the mean and the (sample) standard devia-
tion of a set, respectively. The normalised ratings are then standard scores (or z{scores),
widely used in statistics to indicate how many standard deviations an observation is
above or below the mean. Such scores are useful as they allow the comparison of ob-
servations from dierent normal distributions. In this case the normalised ratings allow
for a more objective comparison between ratings provided for the same resources, by
dierent experts.

















reective of the fact that both experts opinions regarding each of the resources are
relatively the same.
5.1.3 Summarisation
Having reduced the dataset to a size which we are able to process, we now have to
deal with the sparsity issue. Sparsity is a problem, because if the overlap between theChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 73
items that the experts have rated is not sucient, the similarity metrics used can be
rendered ineective. Computationally cheap summarisation methods can be applied
to the dataset in order to merge similar users together, reducing the overall sparsity
of the dataset. The mrkd{tree (Multi{resolution k{dimensional tree)[21] was selected
as an appropriate summarisation method, since it has been successfully deployed in
accelerating other machine learning algorithms, such as Expectation Maximisation [91].
The mrkd{tree is a binary tree where each node contains a subset of the data points
(which in our case correspond to the experts). All points belong to the root node and
each node has two children that split the parent's data points between them. The tree
is then built top-down, by identifying the widest dimension of the bounding hyper-
rectangle at the current node and splitting its contents in two using the middle value.
This is the dimension where the dataset varies the most, at the current node. Any
points with entries in the selected dimension strictly lower than this middle value are
assigned to the left child node and the rest to the right one. A maximum value for the
widest dimension is dened a priori, and once the widest dimension of the datapoints
contained in a node becomes lower than that, the node is not split further and becomes
a leaf node.
To illustrate consider the following example of building an mrkd{tree for a dataset of 4
experts and 3 resources :
r1 r2 r3
e1 -1 0 1
e2 -1 0 2
e3 -1 0 3
e4 -2 5 
Where  stands for a missing value: the fact the expert e4 has not rated resource r3. All
experts belong to the root node of the tree, with the widest dimension being resource
r2. That is to say the minimum and maximum ratings received by that resource dier
the most. Thus the root node will be split along this dimension at the middle value
0+5
2 = 2:5. Any experts who provided a rating for r2 strictly lower than 2.5 will be
assigned to the left child node and the remaining ones to the right. Now the right child
node is a leaf, as it only contains one expert and cannot be split further. The widest
dimension in the left child node is for resource r3, with width 3   1 = 2. Assuming
the threshold for the widest dimension is set to 1, this node will be split further based
on the rating provided by the remaining 3 experts for resource r3. The middle value is
1+3
2 = 2.
Although the intuitive, recursive denition of the tree{building process runs in exponen-
tial time, an iterative version of the algorithm can be dened that terminates in linear
time. Once the tree is built, we discard the structure and only record the leaf nodes.
Moreover, the normalised ratings are replaced with the original ratings provided by the














l1 = fe4g (5.8)
l2 = fe1g (5.9)
l3 = fe2;e3g (5.10)
Leaves are thus obtained by aggregating a number of experts. In Denition 3 in the
previous chapter, the function "(r) was introduced to map a resource to the experts
that rated it. In order to describe the relationship between a leaf node and the resources
rated by the experts contained within it, the same function will be used here to return
the set of leaves with experts who rated resource r, as the notion of experts is replaced
by that of leaves. Returning to the example provided above:
"(r3) = fl2;l3g (5.11)
5.2 A Markov chain model
A graph{like structure provides a natural representation for the recommendation spaces
considered by the framework. For a domain d, the graph encodes the link structure of
Wikipedia for the elements of '((d)). A node representing each leaf of the mrkd{
tree is also included in the graph, with edges between leaf nodes and Wikipedia pages
representing resources in (d), encoding ratings. Figure 5.1 gives an example of such
graphs.
A Markov chain is used to represent the conditional probabilities, P(AjB), of traversing
an edge from node B to node A. The probabilities are calculated as follows:
 Each node representing a leaf of the mrkd{tree receives a prior probability P(lk),
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Figure 5.1: The two graphs present an example reversible Markov chain used by the
framework. For clarity of presentation each graph gives the conditional probabilities
associated with traversing edges in one direction. The model is then given by the
integration of both illustrations.





 Edges between leaves and Wikipedia pages representing resources receive condi-
tional probabilities P(rw
i jlk), proportional to the ratings provided by the experts.
This is obtained by dividing each rating with the sum of ratings provided by the











 Edges connecting nodes that represent domain resources and other Wikipedia
pages are traversed with equal probability. Using the rw
i nodes as a starting point
the graph can be traversed towards either a leaf node, or a node corresponding to
a Wikipedia page. So, in order to maintain that given a node the sum of condi-
tional probabilities of all its adjacent nodes is equal to 1, the probabilities P(lkjrw
i )
and P(fjjrw
i ) are scaled by P(leafjrw
i ) and P(linkjrw
i ) respectively. These are the
probabilities that starting from rw
i the graph is traversed to land on a leaf node,76 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework














i )j + j'(rw
i )j
(5.15)
Where the function " maps a resource to leaves of the mrkd{tree that contain
ratings for it, and ' returns all other Wikipedia pages connected via hyperlinks to
the article mapped to the resource. By denition:
P(leafjrw
i ) = 1   P(linkjrw
i ) (5.16)
Now, the probability of traversing an edge from domain resource rw
i towards a
connected article fj 2 '(rw










Total number of nodes adjacent to rw
i
(5.18)








That is the probability of traversing the graph to reach node rw
i (representing resource
ri), using the Wikipedia nodes mapped to elements of user proles given by '((u)) as a
starting point. To calculate this, one must provide denitions for the prior probabilities
associated with resources P(rw
i ), the marginal probability of observing the user's prole
P('((u))), and the likelihood P('((u))jrw
i ) { the probability of traversing the graph
towards the nodes that appear in the prole, using the node representing the resource
being assessed for recommendation as a starting point. First, the graph is encoded in
a probabilistic version of the adjacency matrix. Each cell in this matrix encodes for
P(rowjcolumn), the probability of traversing an edge from the column node to the row
node.
The probabilities of traversing edges from nodes representing Wikipedia pages towards
resource nodes P(rw
i jfj), and from resources towards leaf nodes P(lkjrw
i ), have not been
dened above. However, they can be obtained by applying Bayes' rule of conditional




















Note that the probabilities P(rw
i ) and P(fj) as dened above implicitly assume the
traversal of only one edge. That is P(rw
i jlk) = 0 if rw
i and lk do not participate in the
same edge, regardless of whether the node rw
i can be reached from lk by following a
longer path. As such they only serve as a rst approximation for the prior probabilities
in Equation 5.19.
The next section discusses a method to acquire better estimates of the prior probabilities
associated with reaching particular nodes in the graph by assuming the traversal of an
arbitrarily large number of edges.
Reiterating the fact that the chain is reversible, as edges can be traversed in both
directions, the probability of reaching a particular leaf node lk given the resource node
rw
i is scaled by the probability of traversing the graph towards leaf nodes, rather than
towards connected Wikipedia articles.
P(lkjrw










The overall structure of the probabilistic adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2.1 Prior probability distribution
Once the probabilistic adjacency matrix has been compiled, it contains the probability
of reaching a node in the graph from any other node, in one `hop'. Now, by multiplying
the matrix with its transpose one obtains the corresponding probability of reaching a




,where M stands for the adjacency matrix, the probability of reaching each node in the
graph after traversing paths of arbitrary lengths. Thus, we obtain a prior probability
distribution over all nodes in the graph. Using the spectral decomposition theorem, it
can be shown that this is approximately equal to the leading eigenvector of the matrix.78 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
Leaves with experts, lk Domain resources, rw



























































































Figure 5.2: The overall structure of the probabilistic adjacency matrix.
With respect to Equation 5.19, the elements of the leading eigenvector corresponding
to resource nodes rw
i provide the prior probabilities, P(rw
i ); furthermore, we use the
average prior probability for the elements of '((u)) as an estimate of the marginal
probability, P('((u))). Note that arbitrary denitions for the marginal probability
can be used as it is ultimately a normalising constant.
A parallel can be drawn between the prior probabilities, P(fk), and the random surfer
model used by Google's PageRank[13] extension to Kleinberg's Hubs and Authorities
algorithm[44]. Similarly to the random surfer, each node in the graph is assigned a
probability of being accessed without following a link. The dierence however is that
in this framework, each node is assigned a distinct prior probability, derived from the
leading eigenvector of the probabilistic adjacency matrix.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 79















































































































Table 5.2: Recommendation lists produced using the two denitions of likelihood for
the example of Figure 5.1, when proles '((u)) consist of four elements.
5.2.2 Likelihood
We provide the following denition for the likelihood, P('((u))jrw
i ), as shown in Equa-
tion 5.19: It is the probability of reaching any one of the elements of '((u)) that are
connected to rw
i and all the remaining elements, starting from the node rw
i . This is the
case because we would like to introduce bias towards resources that are connected to as










such that fj 2 '((u)) \ '(rw
i ) , fk 2 '((u))n('((u)) \ '(rw
i )).
Initially, it was thought that the probability of reaching any of the of proling elements
from the node representing the resource considered for recommendation would be an
adequate denition for the likelihood for this model. However, early experiments using
this denition resulted in very poor quality recommendations. The recommendation
lists produced for dierent inputs were found to be identical, and the elements at the
top of the lists were dominated by resources with names that referred to places, or dates.
The cause of this failure, and the rationale behind the decision to eectively penalise
resources for each proling feature they are not connected to, can be illustrated using
the example of Figure 5.1. Table 5.2 provides the recommendations produced for the





4 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
0.10 0.09 0.08 0.21 0.09 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02
Table 5.3: The leading eigenvector of the probabilistic adjacency matrix constructed
for the example given in Figure 5.1, normalised so that the sum of prior probabilities
of all nodes is 1.
The aforementioned eect can be seen from the table, as using the early denition of
likelihood (without the product over fk) produces the same recommendation list for 9
out of the 15 possible proles. Moreover, although resource rw
2 is ranked at the top of
the list, in six of these cases resource rw
4 is connected to more proling features than
rw
2 . For this reason rw
4 would intuitively be expected to be the most relevant resource
to these proles.
As traversals of edges from nodes that represent domain resources to nodes that represent
other Wikipedia articles are equiprobable in our model,
P(f2jrw
4 ) = P(f4jrw
4 ) = P(f5jrw




2 ) = P(f2jrw
2 ) = P(f3jrw
2 ) (5.28)
Thus, if a resource participates in a large enough number of edges the sum of the
conditional probabilities of a number of nodes that appear in the input could be smaller
than that assigned to a single node, given a resource which participates in a small number
of edges. The eect present in our example however is a combination of two things: that
rw
4 participates in one more edge than rw
2 , but also
P(rw
2 ) > P(rw
4 ) (5.29)
as rw
4 is only connected to one of the two mrkd{tree leaves. This is also undesirable,
as relevance to the input is judged to be more important for recommendation purposes
than popularity. In any case, the revised denition causes the algorithm to correctly
identify the six cases, and place rw
4 at the top of the list by penalising rw
2 for the three
unconnected features.
To clarify, with respect to the example of Figure 5.1, consider the user prole:
'((u)) = ff2;f3;f4;f5gChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 81







2 ) = P(f2jrw
2 ) + P(f3jrw
2 ) + P(f4jrw
2 ) + P(f5jrw
2 )




4 ) = P(f2jrw
4 ) + P(f3jrw
4 ) + P(f4jrw
4 ) + P(f5jrw
4 )
= 0:2 + 0 + 0:2 + 0:2
= 0:6
P(rw
2 j'((u))) and P(rw


























2 j'((u))) > P(rw
4 j'((u))), resource r2 is considered a more appropriate rec-
ommendation than r4 by the framework. This is counter{intuitive, as r4 is connected to











2 ) = (P(f2jrw
2 ) + P(f3jrw
2 ))P(f4)P(f5)




4 ) = (P(f2jrw
4 ) + P(f4jrw
4 ) + P(f5jrw
4 ))P(f3)
= (0:2 + 0:2 + 0:2)  0:05
= 0:0382 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework


























4 j'((u))) > P(rw
2 j'((u)))
It is noted that the same behaviour is observed using either denition when three pro-
ling features are connected to rw
2 . The same statement applies to rw
4 , when the proles
do not include f2. In addition, f2 is connected to all four resources, as shown in Figure
5.1. Such nodes also appear in real situations. For example, the Wikipedia article about
any motion picture lmed in Hollywood would contain links to the articles `USA' and
`Hollywood'. Similarly, in the music domain Wikipedia articles about recording artists
will contain links to articles about the year each recording was released.
Thus, the application of the early denition in a real situation yields recommendations
whose corresponding Wikipedia articles contain a relatively small number of links. More-
over, the framework is driven by the latent information carried in hyperlinks. For this
reason, the recommendations produced in this way are eectively the resources for which
the least amount of information is available.








the following section provides the results from experiments carried out to assess recom-
mendation lists produced by the framework.
5.3 Evaluation
To evaluate the various aspects of the framework, the three datasets introduced in
Section 4.3 have been processed as follows:
Last.fm: 19 667 of the 141 078 artists available in Last.fm were mapped to Wikipedia
pages about them via the Musicbrainz KB. Subsequently, 857 492 other Wikipedia
articles were found to be connected to these via hyperlinks. The 810 104 Last.fmChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 83
users were rst sampled (as in Section 5.1.1) to obtain a subset of 50 000. In
Last.fm, the number of times each artist has been played is recorded instead of an
explicit rating. While this does not aect the fact the the value is proportional to
the level of preference relative to other artists, it does mean that the normalised
ratings (see Section 5.1.2) will vary more between users depending on how much
they use the system. Thus a larger threshold was set for the widest dimension of
the mrkd{tree used to summarise the sample, in order to account for the larger
variance. The threshold was set empirically to 2, producing 35 282 leaf nodes.
Therefore, the recommendation space for Last.fm, SL, is a graph containing 912
441 nodes and 4 529 942 edges. The leading eigenvector of the probabilistic adja-
cency matrix which encodes SL was computed by carrying out the Arnoldi iteration
[4] 50 times.
Netix: Wikipedia pages have been identied for 10 088 of the 17 770 movies, which in
turn were connected to a further 929 381 pages. A mrkd{tree was constructed for
a sample of 150 000 NetFlix subscribers from the total of 2 649 429. The tree was
built by setting the widest dimension to 1, to yield 26 886 leaf nodes. As such, the
recommendation space spanning the NetFlix domain is a graph of 966 355 nodes
and 13 954 416 edges. As above the leading eigenvector was approximated with
50 applications of the Arnoldi iteration.
del.icio.us: 1 965 users from the Last.fm dataset were identied by Szomszor et. al.,
[85], to hold del.icio.us subscriptions. As such, this dataset provides a unique
opportunity to evaluate the framework's performance in producing cross{domain
recommendations using labeled data. The users bookmarked a total of 598 660
URLs, described using 103 339 distinct tags. The tags were then processed as in
Section 4.1, resulting in identifying 27 027 Wikipedia articles to which tags could
be mapped to without requiring disambiguation. These were found to be connected
to a further 2 349 685 articles. The sampling and summarisation steps have not
been carried out for this dataset, as the number of available experts is suciently
small. As such, a recommendation space SD was constructed for del.ico.us with
2 378 677 nodes, and 11 689 168 edges, and encoded in a probabilistic adjacency
matrix. The leading eigenvector is obtained using the same process as above.
The following section sets out to assess the framework's capabilities in producing single
domain recommendations, using the datasets presented above. In the light of the ob-
servations made, Section 5.3.2 provides an assessment of qualitative changes in system
behaviour when producing cross{domain recommendations.84 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
5.3.1 Assessing the quality of the recommendations produced
To carry out this aspect of evaluation, each dataset was sampled to obtain a set of 100
experts, as per Section 5.1.1. Then, one resource was removed from each prole, and
kept for testing. The remainder of the proles is then used to produce recommendations
from the same domain, which are subsequently evaluated using the following metrics:
Popularity: The number of ratings a resource has received, normalised by the number







The popularity of a list of recommendations is given by the mean popularity of
the resources contained within it.
Ratability: Ratability measures how likely each resource is to be rated next by a user,
and coincides with the denition of posterior probabilities assigned to resources,
given the user input.
Ratability(rw
i ) = log(P(rw
i j'((u)))) (5.32)
Again, to obtain an overall score for a recommendation list, ratability is averaged
over all resources in the list.
Intra{list similarity between rating vectors (ILSM{RV): The cosine vector similarity
between rating vectors:
~ ri = h(e1;ri);(e2;ri); ;(ej"(d)j;ri)i (5.33)
Then
ILSM{RV(ri;rj) =
~ ri  ~ rj
k~ rik k~ rjk
(5.34)
The ILSM{RV score for a recommendation list is given by the average similarity
between all pairs of resources in the list.
Intra{list similarity between recommendation space vectors (ILSM{WV): The similar-
ity of rows in the adjacency matrix encoding the domain's recommendation space,
that correspond to the recommended resources.
ILSM{WV(ri;rj) =
~ '(ri)  ~ '(rj)
k~ '(ri)kk~ '(rj)k
(5.35)Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 85
The ILSM WV score for a recommendation list is given by the average similarity
between all pairs of resources in the list, as above.
Authority: As explained in Section 5.2.1, the prior probabilities assigned to resources
express the probability of landing on each node in the recommendation space, after
having traversed an arbitrarily large number of edges. Thus, these probabilities
express the centrality of each resource in the recommendation space, providing an
intuitive denition for the authority metric. In order to facilitate the comparison
of authority scores for dierent domains, the authority score is normalised using
the prior probability assigned to the most authoritative resource.
Authority(ri) = log(P(rw








The authority score for a recommendation list is then the average authority of the
resources contained within it.
Rank: The rank of the withheld resource in the list of recommendations produced
based on the corresponding prole.
Personalisation: The personalisation score for two lists of recommendations of size
l   1, recl
d(ei) and recl











where rank(rk;j) is the rank of resource k in list j.
For ri = 2 recl
d(ej), rank(ri;recl
d(ej)) returns the constant, l, typically set to 1 larger
than the size of the lists. The score measures the total dierence in ranks for all
the resources contained in both lists, while resources that do not appear in the
list are given rank l. The overall personalisation score assigned to each list is the
average personalisation between the list in question, and all other lists produced
in the experiment.
With the exception of the rank metric, only the 50 resources with the largest posteriors
assigned to them are considered in calculating the scores presented above. Table 5.4
presents the mean scores obtained for each dataset, giving an overview of the qualitative
characteristics of the recommendation lists produced by the framework.
A rst observation is that the ratability score varies greatly across the three domains. In
addition, recommendations from the Netix domain appear to be more precise than their
Last.fm counterparts, as reected by the average rank scores. This, in contrast to the
fact the Last.fm recommendations receive much higher posteriors than Netix can give
a basis to the argument that the absolute value of the posterior probability assigned to a
resource based on a prole cannot be used as the single means to assess how appropriate86 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
Netix Last.fm del.icio.us
Popularity 0.011 0.012 0.252
Ratability -1 010.77 -279.14 -4 370.45
ILSM RV 0.0474 0.0006 0.2103
ILSM WV 0.043 0.307 0.033
Authority 0.25 0.29 0.15
Rank 675 710 2 247
Personalisation 0.48 0.31 0.66
Table 5.4: Mean metric scores for recommendation lists produced for the domains
Netix, Last.fm, and del.icio.us.
the recommendations will be. While personalisation scores are relatively high for all
domains, the fact that the recommendation lists appear to be more personalised for
Netix subscribers than for Last.fm ones gives another indication that the magnitude of
the posterior probability is not proportional to the quality of a recommendation. This
is not necessarily a negative result however, provided that resources are still ranked in
the correct order.
Secondly, by comparing the scores of the two ILSM metrics to the the analysis performed
in Section 4.3, it can be seen that the relationships between the two representations
identied there are still present. That is to say the similarity between the Wikipedia
projections of resources, given by the ILSM WV metric, fall in the range expected based
on the similarity of their corresponding rating vectors.
Figure 5.3 presents a detailed view of the authority and popularity scores assigned to
each list of recommendations, in each domain. The strong correlation shown means
that authoritative resources are also popular, and vice versa. This is interpreted as
evidence that the probabilistic model dened over the recommendation space captures
the intrinsic structure of the dataset very well, in all three domains.
Regardless of this encouraging result, the rank of the withheld resources in the recom-
mendation lists produced is very low, on average. In order to examine the predictive
accuracy of the framework in more detail, Figure 5.4, provides a histogram of the dis-
tribution of ranks for the withheld resource in each domain. In addition, the second
column of graphs gives the Coverage in each domain, as a function of the size of rec-
ommendation lists provided. This is the fraction of withheld resources retrieved, and is
given by the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the rank distribution.
It can be seen from the gure that in all domains, the withheld resources appear in the
rst bin (top 75 recommendations) more frequently than any other interval of the same
size. This is reected in the coverage graphs by the steep gradient of the curves when
the size of recommendations is small.
The recommendations produced for Netix seem to be the most accurate of the three
domains, as demonstrated by the shape of Figure 5.4(a). This indicates that the withheldChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 87




























































Figure 5.3: The mean authority shown against the corresponding mean popularity for
each recommendation list in the domains: (a) Netix, (b) Last.fm, and (c) del.icio.us.




































































































Rank of withheld Last.fm resource
Rank of withheld del.icio.us resource
Figure 5.4: (a) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld Netix resources
in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains 75 ranks.
(b) Coverage as a function of the number of resources in each recom-
mendation list for the Netix domain.
(c){(d) Corresponding gures for the Last.fm domain.
(e){(f) Corresponding gures for the del.icio.us domain.88 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
resource becomes less likely to appear low in the recommendation list and is conrmed
by the shape of the corresponding CDF in Figure 5.4(b).
Moreover, the coverage curve for Netix is steeper than both other domains. In com-
parison, by recommending the top 200 resources retrieves approximately 40% of the
withheld resources, both in Last.fm and Netix, while in del.icio.us recommendation
lists need to consist of over 1 000 resources to achieve 40% coverage. However, 60% of
the withheld Netix resources are retrieved by increasing the size of the lists to 400,
while the same increase in Last.fm incurs negligible changes in coverage.
Prole coherence
While for both Last.fm, and del.icio.us (in gures 5.4(c) and (e) respectively) the rst
bin of the histogram is the most frequent one, the withheld resources receive specic
low ranks with high frequency. In order to explain this observation an assessment of
the characteristics of the proles used, and the corresponding withheld resources was
carried out. The proles are split based on the rank of the withheld resource in the
corresponding lists of recommendations. Each subset consists of 75 consecutive ranks,
corresponding to the bin size of the histograms in Figure 5.4.
Then, for each prole the vector cosine similarity score is calculated between the withheld
resource and each of the remaining resources, and averaged to obtain a similarity score
between the withheld resource and the entire prole. The average score for all proles
in each bin can then indicate whether the similarity of the withheld resource to the
remainder of the prole is related to its ranking in the recommendation list produced.
In addition, the similarity between the resources contained in each prole is calculated
using rating vectors, and used to assess whether proles which are more coherent (in
that they contain similar resources) give rise to recommendation lists where the withheld
resource is ranked near the top.
Figure 5.5 presents the results of the analysis described above, for the Last.fm domain.
Figure 5.4(c) is reproduced in Figure 5.5(a) to ease visual comparisons. Figure 5.5(c)
reveals that the resources contained in the proles for which the framework performs
badly, are relatively very similar to each other. The withheld resource however is not.
The interpretation given is that the withheld resource appears to be unrelated to the
rest of the prole. Thus, it is ranked low down the list and assigned a rank eectively
at random, demonstrated by the shape of the distribution. This gross observation has
been conrmed by visually inspecting a subset of the proles in question.
Moreover, a second distinct case where the framework performs badly can be identied.
For the single case that the withheld resource is very similar to other resources in the
prole, but receives a very low rank, we nd that the prole itself consists of very
dissimilar resources. It is thus argued that in this case, no coherent pattern is denedChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 89
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Figure 5.5: (a) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld Last.fm resources
in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains 75 ranks.
(b) The similarity of the withheld resource to the remainder of the prole,
averaged over the cases in each bin of (a).
(c) The ILSM RV score of the remaining prole resources, averaged over
the cases in each bin of (a).
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Figure 5.6: (a) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld del.icio.us re-
sources in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains
75 ranks.
(b) The similarity of the withheld resource to the remainder of the pro-
le, averaged over the cases in each bin of (a).
(c) The ILSM RV score of the remaining prole resources, averaged over
the cases in each bin of (a).90 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
Adapt{Light Adapt{Even Split Adapt{Heavy
Netix 0.22 0.17 0.11
Last.fm 0.17 0.14 0.08
del.icio.us 0.44 0.35 0.24
Table 5.5: Mean adaptability scores for three sets of 50 pseudo{users in each domain.
by the prole for the machine learning algorithm to identify, and as such the withheld
resource is ranked very low in the recommendation list.
Figure 5.6 provides the corresponding analysis carried out for the del.icio.us domain. As
shown by Figure 5.6(c), the proles are equally similar throughout the distribution of
ranks. However, the similarity of the withheld resource to the remaining ones diminishes
as it appears lower down the list. This observation supports the claims made earlier,
with respect to the Last.fm domain: the framework fails to give a high rank to the
withheld resource if it is very dissimilar to the rest of the prole. Moreover, it can be
argued that as the withheld resource becomes less and less similar to the rest of the
prole, it thus ranked lower down the list but still in a random fashion.
Adaptability
In addition to the types of analysis presented above, an assessment of how well changes
in proles propagate through the algorithm to aect the ranking of recommendations
has been carried out. To do so, each dataset was randomly sampled to obtain 50 distinct
pairs of experts. The prole of each expert was then split into four segments of equal
size, and three pseudo{users constructed from each pair:
Adapt{Light: Consists of the rst three segments from the rst expert's prole, and
the rst segment of the second user's prole.
Adapt{Even Split: Contains resources in the rst two segments in both proles.
Adapt{Heavy: The union of the rst segment of the rst expert's prole and the rst
three segments of the second users prole.
Each pseudo{user is then used as input, and the top 50 recommendations recorded.
The rankings are then compared with the last segment of the second prole, which has
not been used to create pseudo{users. The comparison is carried out using Spearman's
Footrule, normalised by the upper bound obtained when the two lists have no elements
in common. The results are presented in Table 5.5.
It can be seen from the table that as more elements from the second prole are included
in the pseudo{users, the more similar the recommendation lists become to the unused
segment of the same prole. Thus, it appears that the framework is successful in adapting
recommendation lists in a meaningful way, in response to corresponding changes in user
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les.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 91
5.3.2 Assessing the feasibility of producing cross{domain recommen-
dations
Having established the ability of the proposed framework to produce meaningful recom-
mendations within a single domain, this section provides a comparative evaluation of its
performance in producing cross-domain recommendations. Four experiments have been
designed to carry out this aspect of evaluation, exploiting the fact that 1 965 Last.fm
subscribers also hold del.icio.us accounts. It is worth noting that the size of this overlap
is very small compared to the total number of subscribers for these two systems. Thus,
a selection eect is present, in that only del.icio.us users with an expressed interest in
music (through their Last.fm account) are considered. While it has been veried by
visually inspecting the dataset that neither the URLs bookmarked nor the tags used are
restricted to the music domain, the conditions for selecting an unbiased sample from
del.icio.us (with respect to the subscriber's domains of interest) are unclear. As such
speculations on the frameworks' performance with respect to del.icio.us users with dif-
ferent (or unbiased) characteristics cannot be made. Moreover, the methodology used
in carrying out the experiments presented in this section relies on the identication of a
common set of experts in at least two domains.
Each experiment is carried out as follows, using 100 randomly selected users who appear
in both domains:
Experiment A: URLs bookmarked by the selected users in del.icio.us are used as
input to the algorithm, to produce recommendations from the Last.fm domain.
The lists of recommendations are then compared against the available Last.fm
proles for the same users.
Experiment B: This is the inverse scenario to the previous experiment. The 50
artists most frequently listened to by the users selected for evaluation are used
as input, to generate recommendations from the del.icio.us domain. The URLs
that the users have actually bookmarked in del.icio.us are used to validate the
recommendations produced.
Experiment C: The ability of the system to produce cross{domain recommendations
can be demonstrated by showing that the recommended resources carry the same
information regarding user interests as the original proles, albeit in dierent do-
mains. To do so, the del.icio.us proles of users selected for this experiment are
used to recommend movies for the Netix domain. The top 50 recommendations
are then kept, and fed back into the algorithm to produce Last.fm recommenda-
tions. Comparing the results of this experiment to those obtained in Experiment
A can then reveal whether replacing the original del.icio.us proles with the rec-
ommendations produced for a third domain has a detrimental eect on the quality
of recommendation lists in the Last.fm domain.92 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
Experiment A B C D
Proling features domain del.icio.us Last.fm del.icio.us Last.fm
Intermediate domain { { Netix Netix
Recommendation domain Last.fm del.icio.us Last.fm del.icio.us
Popularity 0.15 0.0758 0.1169 0.017
Ratability -60 946 -128 619 -499 157 -3 308 447
ILSM RV 0.004 0.0273 0.0001 0.022
ILSM WV 0.1056 0.2549 0.1075 0.1666
Authority 0.12 0.05 0.0905 0.0061
Prole rank 2 911 9 369 3 138 1 918
Top rank 42 721 47 508
Personalisation 0.33 0.2025 0.2308 0.1569
Table 5.6: Mean metric scores for recommendation lists produced for the four cross{
domain recommendation experiments.
Experiment D: This experiment shares the same intuition as the previous one, using
Netix as an intermediate domain between del.icio.us and Last.fm. Here however
the process is carried out in the reverse order. The top 50 recommended movies
based on the available Last.fm proles are rst obtained, and in turn used as input
to recommend URLs found in the del.icio.us domain. The system's performance
can then be evaluated based on the del.icio.us proles available for the same users,
and compared with the results of Experiment B.
Table 5.6 gives the average score of the recommendation lists produced in each experi-
ment, using the metrics introduced in the previous section. However, as the number of
withheld resources for each user is equal to the size of their prole in the recommen-
dation domain, two rank metrics can be dened. Thus, the `Prole rank' metric gives
the average rank of all withheld resources in the corresponding recommendation list.
In contrast the `Top rank' for each prole is the rank of the withheld resource ranked
highest in the corresponding list.
It is noted once more that the points dened by the scores of the ILSM metrics fall on the
curves showed in gures 4.1(c) and 4.3(c) when the recommendation domain is Last.fm
or del.icio.us respectively, conrming the quality of the Wikipedia projections. Moreover,
while the average values for the Popularity and Authority scores reported in Table 5.6 can
be seen to contradict the correlation identied in Figure 5.3, this is simply an artifact of
of the averaging process, as it is very sensitive to extreme values. The correlation is easily
retrieved by performing the same type of analysis as before, by plotting the Popularity
and Authority scores of all individual recommendations. However, it is omitted from
this section, as it would amount to nothing more than carrying out the same analysis
using a dierent set of resources from the same spaces.
Comparing the rank scores in Table 5.4 to those obtained here, by considering the rank
of all resources that appear in the withheld proles indicates that the system performsChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 93
better when the recommended resources appear in the same domain as the elements of
user proles. However, the `Top rank' scores across all four experiments are much lower.
Thus, at least one resource from each prole can be expected to be ranked much closer to
the top of the list than most others. The reader is reminded of the discussion provided in
the previous section on the negative eects of randomly selecting a single resource from
each prole to evaluate the predictive accuracy of a system. It was argued that if the
withheld resource is not similar to the others referenced by the same prole, the system
cannot be expected to assign a high posterior probability to it. By averaging the `Prole
rank' score, all these cases will have a high inuence on value obtained. The reverse eect
is present in the `Top rank' metric, as the selection of resources is now eectively biased
towards those the system performs best. Thus an objective comparison of these scores
cannot be carried out directly in order to claim that cross{domain recommendations
are of higher quality than their single domain counterparts. The results presented so
far however, do indicate that in some cases cross{domain recommendations can be very
accurate using the framework.
A number of interesting observations can be made by comparing the two rank met-
rics over the four experiments. When the recommendation domain is Last.fm (experi-
ments A and C) the system suers very small losses in predictive accuracy (as captured
by the two rank metrics) by replacing the original del.icio.us proles with the top 50
recommended resources from the Netix domain. More impressively, the accuracy of
del.icio.us recommendations actually improves when Netix is used as an intermediate
domain (Experiment D), in comparison to Experiment B, where del.icio.us recommen-
dations are produced directly based on the original Last.fm proles. In addition, the
`Prole rank' score obtained for Experiment D is the only case where it is lower than the
corresponding del.icio.us score in Table 5.4. In other words all the withheld del.icio.us
resources appear closer to the top of the list on average, by considering resources rec-
ommended by the system as input, rather than the actual user{generated data. This is
a situation where it is clearly benecial for a RS to consider multiple recommendation
domains, as it improves the system's predictive accuracy.
Moreover, the personalisation level for Last.fm recommendations is comparable when a
single, two, or all available evaluation domains are used. However, the personalisation
score for lists of del.icio.us recommendations drops from the extremely high 0.66 score for
single domain recommendations, to 0.15 when the recommendations are most accurate
in Experiment D. Thus, very large personalisation scores could be interpreted to indicate
that the system has failed to identify similar patterns in user proles, resulting in very
varied recommendation lists. As members of social networks are typically expected to
share common interests, such an observation could identify a lack of sucient informa-
tion to express user interests in that domain. If that is the case, by using resources in
a dierent domain, judged relevant to the available proles by the system, additional94 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
























































Top rank of withheld Last.fm resource
Figure 5.7: Experiment A:
(a) Histogram of the rank distribution for all the withheld Last.fm re-
sources in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains
75 ranks.
(b) Coverage as a function of the number of resources in each recom-
mendation list for the Last.fm domain.
(c) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld Last.fm resources
that are ranked the highest in the corresponding recommendation lists
(1 for each Last.fm expert). Each bin contains 10 ranks
information about user interests may be obtained, which can further be exploited to
obtain more accurate recommendations.
With that in mind, it is observed that the posteriors assigned to resources here are
much lower than those reported in Table 5.4. This adds support to the argument that
resources that are ranked highly would have the same positive qualities, regardless of
the absolute value of the posterior probability assigned to them.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 provide a more detailed analysis of the rank distribution for the
withheld resources in Experiments A and C, respectively. Each gure consists of three
graphs. The top graph is a histogram of the rank distribution for all the Last.fm resources
that appear in the 100 proles selected for evaluation. The second one provides the
coverage of the same set of resources as a function of the number of recommendations
provided each time. Finally, the bottom graph of each gure provides a histogram of
the `Top rank' distribution { the lowest rank a withheld resource is assigned per prole.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 95























































Top rank of withheld Last.fm resource
Figure 5.8: Experiment C:
(a) Histogram of the rank distribution for all the withheld Last.fm re-
sources in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains
75 ranks.
(b) Coverage as a function of the number of resources in each recom-
mendation list for the Last.fm domain.
(c) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld Last.fm resources
that are ranked the highest in the corresponding recommendation lists
(1 for each Last.fm expert). Each bin contains 10 ranks
It is interesting to note that the top two graphs in both gures are extremely simi-
lar. This adds further evidence to the claim that when the recommendation domain is
Last.fm, the utility of the user created del.icio.us proles to produce recommendations is
equivalent to that of recommended Netix resources based on the same proles. Thus,
the Netix recommendations must be accurate, as they are found to convey the same
latent information about user interests. A comparison of gures 5.7(b) and 5.8(b) to
Figure 5.4(f) would appear to indicate that performance severely degrades in producing
cross domain recommendations as 40% coverage is only achieved when approximately 1
000 recommendations are provided each time (as opposed to 200 reported earlier). We
re{iterate however that a direct comparison between these scores cannot be objective,
as dierent selection eects are present.
A close inspection of Figure 5.7(c) reveals that for an extremely high 59 of 100 cases,
using a person's del.icio.us prole to recommend Last.fm artists results in at least one
true positive in the top 20 recommendations. In addition, by recommending the top 10096 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework





















































Top rank of withheld del.icio.us resource
Figure 5.9: Experiment B:
(a) Histogram of the rank distribution for all the withheld del.icio.us
resources in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains
75 ranks.
(b) Coverage as a function of the number of resources in each recom-
mendation list for the del.icio.us domain.
(c) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld del.icio.us re-
sources that are ranked the highest in the corresponding recommenda-
tion lists (1 for each del.icio.us expert). Each bin contains 10 ranks
resources only 10 lists are found to not contain any resources actually listened to by the
same person. In comparison Figure 5.8(c) shows that in fact the system performs slightly
worse when recommendations from Netix are used instead of the original del.icio.us
proles, as withheld resources appear in the top 20 recommendations for only 37 cases.
However, by recommending the top 40 resources at least one true positive is retrieved
for 63 cases.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 provide the corresponding analysis for the rank distribution of
the withheld resources in experiments B and D, when resources from the del.icio.us
domain are recommended. The system performs clearly worse here than before. As
Figure 5.9(a) shows, for the rst time withheld resources do not most frequently appear
at the top of the list. This observation is consistent with the ndings of the previous
section, where recommendations from the del.icio.us domain were found to be of the
lowest quality. However, Figure 5.10(a) shows that the system's performance improves
when the Last.fm proles provided by users are replaced by recommendations from theChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 97





















































Top rank of withheld del.icio.us resource
Figure 5.10: Experiment D:
(a) Histogram of the rank distribution for all the withheld del.icio.us
resources in the corresponding recommendation lists. Each bin contains
75 ranks.
(b) Coverage as a function of the number of resources in each recom-
mendation list for the del.icio.us domain.
(c) Histogram of the rank distribution for the withheld del.icio.us re-
sources that are ranked the highest in the corresponding recommenda-
tion lists (1 for each del.icio.us expert). Each bin contains 10 ranks
Netix domain. This is the case as many more withheld resources appear closer to the
top of the nal recommendation lists produced.
In both cases, coverage is consistently lower in these experiments than when recommen-
dations are made for resources in the Last.fm domain, as shown in gures 5.9(b) and
5.10(b). This is in agreement with the system's performance in producing single{domain
recommendations for the del.icio.us domain.
The distribution of the `Top rank' metric for these experiments, presented in gures
5.9(c) and 5.10(c) provides a somewhat more positive view of the framework's perfor-
mance in this domain. In both cases the withheld resource with the highest rank for
each prole appears in the top 10 recommendations for the same prole much more
frequently than any other rank interval of the same size. However, recommendations
for more than 700 resources must rst be made before a true positive is retrieved for a
similarly large portion of user proles.98 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
This section has provided an analysis of the results obtained by carrying out four cross{
domain recommendation experiments. This has provided evidence that the automated
recommendation of resources from domains dierent to that of proling elements is not
only feasible, but can also be accurate and in some cases benecial:
 Recommendations for Last.fm resources, based on del.icio.us proles, were found
to be more accurate than recommendations for del.icio.us resources based on the
same proles.
 Accurate recommendations for Netix resources can be made using either Last.fm
or del.icio.us proles. The system's behaviour is almost identical in recommending
Last.fm resources based on corresponding del.icio.us proles, or based on Netix
resources recommended previously for the same del.icio.us users. Moreover, the
predictive accuracy of the algorithm actually improves when Last.fm proles are
replaced with Netix resources in the same way, in order to recommend del.icio.us
resources.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 99








The Semantic Logger (SL) is an autobiographical metadata acquisition sys-
tem, designed to unobtrusively capture any information created or accessed
by users. It is the outcome of previous joint work, published in [89, 23] and
described previously in Section 2.4
.
This section demonstrates how proles generated by integrating information captured by
the SL system can be used to produce recommendations through the proposed frame-
work. It mainly serves to illustrate the fact that recommendations can be produced
based on information substantially dierent to the type of recommended resources (or
their domain of origin).
5.4.1 Obtaining mappings between captured information and Wikipedia
Once information has been captured and stored, it must then be mapped to Wikipedia,
the universal vocabulary, in order to be used in producing recommendations. This
section provides details on how this is carried out for the various types of information.
5.4.1.1 Local information
Email messages
Only emails sent directly to, or composed by the user are considered. This choice
was made since the information contained in other messages could be substantially
less relevant to the user. GATE [17] was used to process the body of each message
to obtain concepts annotated as Organization, Person, or Address. Wikipedia
is queried directly for instances of the former two. If a page is returned with
100% relevance, it is included in the user's prole. Concepts annotated as Address
are ltered, and only resolvable URLs are kept. The social bookmarking site,
del.icio.us [93], exposes descriptive keywords assigned by its' users to the URLs
they bookmark. If such tags can be obtained for the URLs identied by GATE,
they are matched to Wikipedia entries through the process identied in Section
4.1. Any such entries are added to the user's prole, (u).
Calendar entries
Only objects associated with calendar entries via the iCal:summary and
iCal:location relationships are considered for proling purposes. Concepts an-
notated by GATE as Organization, Person, or Address are matched to Wikipedia
entries in the same manner as above and subsequently added to (u).100 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
GPS information
An attempt is made to match any GPS information found in a Semantic Log to
toponyms. The social networking site Plazes, [68], is used to accommodate this
process. In Plazes, users are allowed to post details of locations they have been, or
plan to be in. A location is annotated with GPS coordinates, either manually by
the user or by virtue of being placed on a map. Each set of coordinates mapped
to toponyms by Plazes are used to query Wikipedia. Entries retrieved at 100%
relevance are then added to the user's prole.
Web browsing activity
URLs that the user has previously visited are treated in the same way as addresses
found in e{Mail correspondence or iCal entries, described above.
5.4.1.2 Online information
As described earlier, information held in social networking sites the users are subscribed
with is imported into their Semantic Log. This section provides details on how such
information is mapped to Wikipedia entries in order to be used for proling purposes.
Last.fm
Artists a user has listened to are added to (u), and matched to Wikipedia articles
about them via the Musicbrainz KB, much in the same way as in Section 4.3.1.
Flickr
Two aspects of the information held by Flickr have been identied as potentially
useful for proling purposes. First, the tags provided by a user for the pictures they
upload are matched to Wikipedia entries using the process described in Section 4.1.
Second, any `geo{tagged' (associated with GPS coordinates) pictures are identied
and an attempt is made to match such coordinates to toponyms through the Plazes
API. The matched tags and retrieved toponyms are subsequently added to (u),
the user's prole.
del.icio.us
In the case of del.icio.us, only tags are processed to obtain proling features, as
only a small number of bookmarked URLs can be expected to correspond directly
to Wikipedia entries. While the URLs themselves are considered too specic for
the task, the tags associated with them are thought of as high level descriptors of
the information held at the bookmarked location. In the light of these empirical
observations, any tags provided by a user in del.icio.us are mapped to Wikipedia
entries (via applying the process outlined in Section 4.1) and added to (u). In
addition, any tags provided by other del.icio.us subscribers for URLs the user has
bookmarked are also included in this process.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 101
5.4.1.3 Producing recommendations using the proles generated by the Se-
mantic Logger
Although the SL system is fully implemented, it is an academic prototype, and eorts
made to encourage new users to subscribe to the system have not been successful. The
system holds over 100 accounts; however, only a single user had provided information
from a variety of sources for an extended time period. As such any user studies or
o{line experiments to assess the utility of the recommendations made in meeting user
needs could not be carried out.
Instead, we set out to evaluate the suitability of each information source for the task
of identifying user interests across multiple domains. To do so, the proling features
obtained for each source are used as input to produce recommendations for resources
from each of the three datasets presented in the previous chapter: Netix, Last.fm and
del.icio.us.
Figure 5.11 shows the maximum posterior probability, P(rw
i j'((u))), obtained for re-
sources in each domain, when proling resources from each source are used. In addition,
the gure provides a threshold for each domain above which resources can be expected
to be true positives. To calculate these thresholds, 100 experts have been randomly
sampled from each domain. One resource was then removed from each expert's prole
and the rest used as input to the recommendation algorithm. The average (over the
100 experts) posterior probability associated with the removed resource is used as the
threshold. The process was repeated a number of times with a dierent set of experts,
to ensure that the thresholds are consistent.
The user's prole was split in seven subsets, based on the source of information processed
to identify each resource in the prole:
1. e{Mail: Resources obtained by applying named entity recognition to e{Mail cor-
respondence
2. iCal: Similarly obtained resources from calendar entries.
3. GPS: Toponyms associated with GPS trackpoints logged.
4. Local: The union of the previous three sets of resources.
5. Last.fm (Top 50): The user's 50 most frequently played artists.
6. Last.fm (All): The set of all artists the user has listened to.
7. All: The entire user prole.
Each group of bars gives the maximum P(rw
i j'((u))) for each domain in the order:
Netix (blue), Last.fm (green), and del.icio.us (red).102 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework


































Figure 5.11: Maximum P(rw
i j'((u))) for domains Netix, Last.fm and del.icio.us,
when (u) is restricted to each information source. The `Local' subset contains any
resources obtained by processing e{Mail correspondence, calendar entries, and GPS
trackpoints. The maximum posterior obtained when using the user's prole in its
entirety is given by the `All' group. The solid blue line provides the threshold on
P(rw
i j'((u))) above which resources from the Netix domain can be expected to be
true positives. Corresponding thresholds for Last.fm and del.icio.us are given by the
dashed green, and the dot{dashed red lines.
The rst thing to observe is that the considerably larger `e{Mail', `Local', and `All'
sets score signicantly lower than all others. This can be explained by revisiting our











such that fj 2 '((u)) \ '(rw
i ) , fk 2 '((u))n'((u)) \ '(rw
i ). That is the
probability of reaching any one of the elements of '((u)) that are connected to rw
i
and all the remaining elements, starting from the node rw
i .
The reader is reminded of the discussion associated with Table 5.2, in Section 5.2.2.
There, the necessity of penalising resources for the proling features they are not con-
nected was justied by showing that without doing so the system becomes biased towards
producing recommendations that are uninformative and generic.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 103
Now, as proles grow larger, so does the set of unconnected proling features per re-
source, '((u)) n '((u)) \ '(rw
i ). In contrast, the set of connected features for each
resource can at most contain as many elements as the number of edges it participates
in. Thus, for very large proles the product of the priors of all unconnected features will
vary very slightly across dierent resources, as the sets of unconnected features would
consist mostly of the same elements. Further, if all resources are penalised equally, the
likelihood is eectively calculated based on the connected features alone. For this rea-
son, similar eects to those discussed in Section 5.2.2 can be expected to occur when
extremely large proles are used.
Moreover, the posterior probabilities obtained for domain resources based on proling
features from the `GPS' set appear to mirror the thresholds obtained for each domain.
This is not surprising as `GPS' is the smallest of the subsets constructed, consisting only
of a few points in Southampton and London. As these locations can be expected to
share a considerable number of links, the identication of resources that connect to a
large portion of such nodes becomes easier.
It is also interesting to compare results from the `Last.fm (Top 50)' and `Last.fm (All)'
sets. For the reasons discussed above, the larger set was expected to score lower in terms
of posterior probabilities. In addition, note that the threshold in the Last.fm domain
had been obtained by assuming that user proles consist only of such `Top 50' lists for
convenience in computational requirements. Had the entire proles been used we would
expect the threshold to fall lower. However, since the number of artists in each prole
would vary much more, such a threshold would be less consistent.
Finally, it is interesting to note that although the threshold obtained for producing
reliable recommendations in the Netix domain is the highest, the posterior probabilities
associated with recommendations are consistently the lowest, with the exception of those
obtained based on the `GPS' set. In contrast, Last.fm resources are recommended with
higher probabilities than ones in del.icio.us for all sets except `Last.fm (All)', consistent
with the ordering of the thresholds obtained for the two domains. This is interpreted
to indicate that the proling features collected are less useful in recommending Netix
resources than for the other two domains.
5.4.1.4 Context manipulation
The context of a recommendation is considered to be the user's situation at the time the
need for a recommendation arose. This section discusses several mechanisms through
which users can specify the characteristics of such situations at run{time, altering the
recommendations they receive from the system.104 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
As the captured information is integrated using ontologies and stored in a queryable
knowledge base, users are provided with a exible tool to dene subsets of their prole
they judge relevant to their current recommendation needs.
Selecting a recommendation domain
A simple, yet eective way to ensure that the recommendations provided reect the
users' current needs is by asking them to select the domain from which recommen-
dations must originate. For example, consider someone who would like to discover
new music, matching their taste. While it may be the case that the top candi-
dates for recommendation from another domain have consistently higher posteriors
given the user's prole than resources in the music domain, such recommendations
should not be made as they would be of little use to the user.
Selecting a subset of the prole
Placing restrictions on which domains resources must belong to in order to be
recommended will certainly have an impact on the nal recommendations made.
However, one cannot assume that this simplistic mechanism is sucient to capture
a wide variety of contexts relating to the user's recommendation need. Users may
judge that certain subsets of their prole are irrelevant to the recommendation
need at hand. As such, this section discusses various methods through which users
may specify the proling elements they wish to be considered by the system in
producing recommendations.
Specifying the types of proling features to consider
In some cases, only certain types of information held in user proles can be
considered relevant to a recommendation need. For example, a user who hap-
pens to be a music enthusiast may be seeking recommendations for locations
on the Web that contain information related to his area of work. While receiv-
ing recommendations for Web locations alone can be achieved by specifying
the recommendation domain, the large number of music{related elements in
their prole may dominate over work{related elements, causing the system to
recommend websites related to music. In order to rectify this situation, one
may choose to exclude any proling elements to do with music, or even spec-
ify that only features obtained from analysing e{Mail correspondence may be
used.
Specifying a time interval
As we know from personal experience, people's interests change over time. It
is also not uncommon for people to re{visit interests they held in the past,
for a number of reasons. In order to accommodate for such situations, users
are able to specify a time interval, such that only proling elements created
during the interval are considered. This approach is benecial not only inChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 105
capturing past interests, but also when users nd that their sphere of interest
is shifting to a new area. In the latter situation, they may specify that only
the latest additions to their prole are considered to make recommendations.
Specifying a location
Users may sometimes require recommendations based on activities they un-
dertook while being at a certain location. As it stands, locations may be
specied in two ways. First, a set of GPS coordinates can be provided, along
with the maximum distance of all points that can be considered as the same
location. In this case, any GPS information corresponding to the specied
area is rst identied and used to compile a list of time intervals. This is
carried out by considering points in the selected area that have been recorded
in less than a day from each other as belonging to the same interval. Any
proling elements created during these intervals appear in the restricted pro-
le. Plazes is then used to identify toponyms associated with the selected
points, if possible. e{Mail messages and calendar entries found to refer to
such toponyms are also included. Further, if calendar entries can be found,
the restricted prole will then include any proling elements that occur within
the time intervals the entries span over. Instead of specifying GPS coordi-
nates, users may choose to specify the name of a location. Essentially the
same process is carried out, only here Plazes is used rst, in order to map the
provided toponyms to GPS coordinates.
Specifying a person
People can either be named, or identied by their e{mail address. In the for-
mer case, calendar entries associated with the name through the ical:attendee
and ical:organizer relationships are identied. The time intervals such en-
tries span over can then be used to obtain a restricted prole, as above. If
an e{mail address is provided instead, the restricted prole will consist only
of elements obtained through processing e{mail exchanges concerning that
address. The reason for excluding all other sources of information, instead of
using the messages obtained to construct corresponding time intervals, is that
the e{mails people receive do not necessarily correspond to their activities at
the time.
Specifying an event
Users are able to specify particular events, by providing the object of the
ical:summary relationship, for calendar entries. Once matching entries have
been identied, the prole is restricted based on the time intervals associated
with the entries.
Specifying a type of activity
The ical:categories relationship provides another eective way of using
calendar entries to segment user proles. The range of this relationship is106 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
a list of keywords, such as Holiday, Business, Anniversary, etc. . By
allowing users to select which category better reects their situation at the
time, their proles can be segmented based on the time intervals associated
with calendar entries that belong to this category.
The methods discussed in this section are in no way mutually exclusive for the task of
dening the context of a recommendation. On the contrary, they may be combined as
users see t in order to manipulate their prole to reect their current recommendation
needs.
However, since sucient information for evaluation has only been available for one person
rules a user based study to assess if proles restricted by contextual attributes can lead
to more targeted recommendation.
Most of the methods of specifying a recommendation context presented here share in
common the identication of an event, and a corresponding time interval. The Last.fm
dataset was seen as a good opportunity to carry out some assessment of the eects of
context manipulation, as the music listening behaviour of Last.fm subscribers is archived,
and a `chart' summarising of each week made available.
Thus, we can assess whether changes in music listening behaviour across two randomly
selected weeks, for the same people, incur corresponding changes in the recommendation
lists provided.
To carry this out, the Last.fm dataset was sampled to obtain a subset of 100 users. Then,
for each one the list of available weeks was obtained from Last.fm, and two weeks chosen
at random, to construct proles 0(e1
i) and 0(e2
i), respectively. Corresponding recom-
mendation lists for Last.fm resources, recd(0(e1
i)) and recd(0(e2
i)) are then obtained
using the framework.











The constant l is set to one larger than the size of the list the function rank operates on.
Fl(0(e1
i);0(e2
i)) is then normalised so that if the two lists contain no items in common
the Footrule is 1.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Normalised Spearman's Footrule scores for the two proles associ-
ated with each expert. Experts are sorted in ascending order of Footrule
scores.
(b) Normalised Spearman's Footrule for the proles 0(e1
i) and recom-
mendation lists recd(0(e2




i))) as a function of Fl(0(e1
i);0(e2
i)). The red





Note that the constant l becomes redundant, as every resource in the domain is ranked
by recd(0(e
j
i)). Thus the Footrule is calculated for all the resources in 0(e
j
i).
The recommendations produced for 0(e2
i) are expected to be closer to 0(e1
i) when the
two proles are similar, giving a low Footrule score. Figure 5.12 provides the analysis




i))) in a similar way
as in Section 4.3.
Figures 5.12(a) and (b) give the footrule scores for the same ordering of experts ei.
Although 5.12(b) is very noisy, a positive gradient can be detected. Figure 5.12(c)
presents the Footrule score for the rst weekly prole for each ei and the recommendation
list produced for the second, as a function of the corresponding score between the two108 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
proles. As only a small number of points are available here, a sliding window approach
could not be applied to reduce noise, as it could severely alter the data. Instead the






giving indistinguishable curves when plotted against Fl(0(e1
i);0(e2
i)). In addition, the
coecients for the tted curve vary very slightly when dierent samples of experts are
used. The order of the polynomial to t was chosen by maximising the ratio between
the goodness{of{t and the number of free variables.
The graph shows evidence of correlation between the two scores when they are either
very low, or very high. In other words, when the two weekly proles consist of the same
resources, ranked in a similar way, the ranking of the resources in the second prole
are is correct in the recommendation list provided based on the rst one. At the other
extreme, when the two proles dier greatly, the ranking of resources in the second
prole will not be retrieved by comparing the posteriors assigned to the same resources
based on the rst one.
Moreover, dierences in the two proles of the magnitude 0:2  Fl(0(e1
i);0(e2
i))  0:8,
seem to have a small eect on F(0(e1
i);recd(0(e2
i))) as the datapoints vary relatively
less, and remain low. One could speculate that in most such cases, the framework is
relatively successful in retrieving the ranking in 0(e2
i) by making recommendations for
0(e1
i).
The recommendations produced by the framework for the music Last.fm users played
during one week were then compared to the music they actually listened to during an-
other. They were found to reect the second week much better when the music played
during both weeks was similar, than when the overlap between the two weeks was very
small. This is seen as evidence to the claim that changes in user proles incur corre-
sponding changes in the recommendations produced. Moreover, the recommendation
lists appear to reect the music played in the second week well, for a wide range of mod-
erately similar weekly `charts', demonstrating the success of the framework to correctly
capture user interests.Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework 109
5.5 Conclusions
Figure 5.13: A visual representation of the contributions in this Chapter.
This chapter has provided details on the machine learning component of the recom-
mendation framework presented in this dissertation. As the datasets RSs typically deal
with are very large, the application of computationally intensive algorithms on the raw
data becomes unfeasible. Thus, a sequence of pre{processing steps has been detailed to
reduce the size of the dataset, enabling the application of such algorithms.
The dataset is rst sampled using a number of statistical criteria in order to ensure that
the sampling process does not alter the intrinsic structure of the ratings matrix. These
are presented in Section 5.1.1. Ratings are then normalised for each expert that appears
in the sample, giving a more objective view of the expert's relative preferences over the
resources they have rated. Subsequently, the dataset is summarised using a mrkd{tree
(presented in Section 5.1.3) by eectively merging similar expert proles together.
The previous chapter showed how domain specic subgraphs can be extracted from
Wikipedia, and used to obtain new representations for domain resources, which can in
turn be used to express the same type of similarity between resources as that obtained
through the comparison of rating vectors. Section 5.2 then presented a method to
integrate such graphs with the preferences of domain experts on corresponding resources.
Moreover, a Bayesian framework is imposed over the graph via a Markov chain [50]110 Chapter 5 A probabilistic framework
dened by a conditional probability associated with the traversal of each edge in the
graph. The entries of the leading eigenvector of the probabilistic adjacency matrix
associated with the graph are assumed to give an estimate of the prior probability
distribution over all nodes in the graph, as supported by the spectral decomposition
theorem.
Furthermore, Section 5.2.2 provided the denition for the likelihood { the conditional
probability for reaching nodes in the graph that represent the user's prole, given a
resource assessed for recommendation. The denition was then justied through the use
of an illustrative example.
The probabilities dened are then used to calculate the probability of reaching each
resource assessed for recommendation in the graph, given then nodes that appear in
the input. The three available datasets, Netix, Last.fm, and del.icio.us were then used
in Section 5.3, to provide a qualitative assessment of the algorithms' performance. The
algorithm was rst used to provide recommendations in each of the three domains, using
proles from the same domain. This was carried out in order to obtain a baseline perfor-
mance, to which the quality of cross{domain recommendations could be compared and
contrasted. While the framework was found able to produce some meaningful recommen-
dations in each domain, Netix recommendations were in general more accurate than
Last.fm ones, while recommendations in the del.icio.us domain were the least accurate
of the three.
Most of the methods of specifying a recommendation context presented in Section 5.4.1.4
share in common the identication of an event, and a corresponding time interval. The
Last.fm dataset was used to assess whether restricting the set of proling features based
on such attributes has a corresponding eect on the which resources are recommended.
Recommendations were produced by the framework for Last.fm users, using the music
they played during a single week. They were then compared to the music they actually
listened to during a second. The recommendations were found to reect the second week
much better when the music played during both weeks was similar, than when the overlap
between the two weeks was very small. This fact supports the claim that changes in user
proles incur corresponding changes in the recommendations produced. Moreover, the
framework appears successful in correctly capturng user interests, as recommendation
lists appear to reect the music played in the second week well, for a wide range of
moderately similar weekly `charts'.
The fact that Last.fm and del.icio.us share 1 965 subscribers provided a unique opportu-
nity to evaluate the system's performance in producing cross{domain recommendations.
Thus, the del.icio.us proles for such users were used in Section 5.3.2 to produce Last.fm
recommendations, and vice versa. Moreover, as labeled data from other domains had
not been available for Netix subscribers, this domain is used as a mediator between the
other two in a further two experiments. In the rst one, Last.fm proles are rst usedChapter 5 A probabilistic framework 111
to produce Netix recommendations, which are subsequently used to produce del.icio.us
recommendations. The second experiment expresses the same intuition in the reverse
order: Netix recommendations based on del.icio.us proles are used as input to obtain
recommendations for Last.fm resources.
The performance of the system in these four experiments was found to be very similar
to its corresponding performance in producing single domain recommendations for the
nal recommendation domain in each experiment. Moreover, the predictive accuracy
of the algorithm varies very slightly in the latter two experiments (where Netix is
used as an intermediate domain) than when recommendations between Last.fm and
del.icio.us are produced directly. This indicates that the Netix recommendations in
both cases capture the information present in the original proles very well. In addition,
recommendations for del.icio.us resources were found to be the most accurate when
Netix is used as an intermediate domain, even in comparison to the algorithm's single{
domain recommendation accuracy in the same domain.
Thus, it is concluded that cross{domain recommendations using the framework pre-
sented herein, are not only feasible but can be expected to be of similar quality to those
produced by only considering a single recommendation domain. Further, as shown
by our evaluation of recommendations from the del.icio.us domain, the adoption of a
cross{domain recommendation paradigm by a RS can even prove benecial in terms of
predictive accuracy over recommendations using proling features from the same do-
main.Chapter 6
Conclusions
The central thesis of this dissertation is that:
A framework can be developed to enable Recommender Systems to consider
multiple domains from which recommendations may be drawn. Moreover,
as a consequence of their cross domain nature, such systems will provide
recommendations that are of high quality, unexpected, and geared solely
towards satisfying user needs.
as presented in Chapter 1. In order to develop such a framework, two main requirements
have been identied:
1. The availability of a universal vocabulary of terms and relationships between them,
such that any possible resource can be described using terms from this vocabulary.
This is deemed essential by the need to assess similarity between resources that
appear in dierent domains. The use of Wikipedia for this purpose is detailed in
Chapter 4.
2. A machine learning component apt for the task of producing cross{domain recom-
mendations. This is provided in Chapter 5, where a probabilistic model for the
task, and a corresponding graph{based probabilistic method to assess resources
for recommendation are dened.
Here, in the last chapter of this dissertation, a summary of the experimental results
obtained in chapters 4, 5, and 5.4 is provided, detailing their contributions to the central
thesis. In addition, an overview of the research questions that remain open, and an
outline of directions for future work are provided in the last section of this chapter.
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6.1 Universal Vocabulary
Wikipedia has been successfully used in the role of the universal vocabulary in our
approach. This was justied in Chapter 4, by showing that the similarity between
domain resources (assessed using rating vectors) is preserved when projected vectors
corresponding to resources, obtained from Wikipedia, are compared instead. Moreover,
this success is demonstrated by the high quality of the recommendations produced in
Chapter 5, using the projected representations.
Three dierent modes of obtaining Wikipedia articles representative of domain resources
were identied. Each mode applies to a dierent set of domain characteristics, providing
a comprehensive toolset that is expected to be applicable to the majority of available
domains. These are:
 Through the availability of explicit, high quality mappings between domain re-
sources, and Wikipedia articles. For example, the Musicbrainz KB provides such
mappings for resources in the Last.fm domain.
 By processing the categories the articles whose labels match those of domain re-
sources belong to, to assess whether they refer to the same concepts as the re-
sources. In the domain of lm recommendations, for example, articles which do
represented domain resources can be expected to fall under a small number of
categories, such as: `Film', `Series', `TV', `DVD', `Episode', or `Show'.
 By processing tags associated with resources to identify corresponding Wikipedia
articles. In the case of del.icio.us, Wikipedia could not be expected to contain an
article corresponding to each bookmarked URL. Instead, using the work published
by Szomszor et. al. [84], tags which could be mapped to Wikipedia without
requiring any disambiguation were identied. The corresponding articles were
then used to obtain Wikipedia projections of domain resource, based on the tags
assigned to them.
In addition, the evaluative methodology applied to assess the utility of Wikipedia as
the universal vocabulary can naturally be applied to any corpus candidate for that role.
Moreover, if other such corpora become available, the same method of assessment can
be used to identify which one is likely to perform best.
6.2 Probabilistic model and algorithm
Chapter 5 then presented the specics of the probabilistic model used to produce rec-
ommendations from multiple domains. First, it provided a technique to integrate expertChapter 6 Conclusions 115
preferences on domain resources and the relationships between projections of the same
resources in the universal vocabulary in a single graph.
A Markov chain was then imposed over the graph, to give natural denitions for the
probabilities associated with the traversal of each edge in the graph, as well as for the
prior probability distribution over all nodes. A resource is thus assessed for recommen-
dation by calculating the probability of reaching its corresponding node in the graph,
given the nodes in the user prole used as input to the algorithm as a starting point.
The three available datasets, Netix, Last.fm, and del.icio.us were then used to provide
a qualitative assessment of the algorithms' performance. Recommendations in each of
the three domains, using proles from the same domain, were produced rst in order to
obtain a baseline performance, to which the quality of cross{domain recommendations
could be compared and contrasted. While the framework was found able to produce some
meaningful recommendations in each domain, Netix recommendations were in general
more accurate than Last.fm ones, while recommendations in the del.icio.us domain were
the least accurate of the three.
The fact that Last.fm and del.icio.us share 1 965 subscribers provided a unique opportu-
nity to evaluate the system's performance in producing cross{domain recommendations.
Thus, the del.icio.us proles for such users were used in Section 5.3.2 to produce Last.fm
recommendations, and vice versa. Moreover, as labeled data from other domains had
not been available for Netix subscribers, this domain is used as a mediator between the
other two in a further two experiments. In the rst one, Last.fm proles are rst used
to produce Netix recommendations, which are subsequently used to produce del.icio.us
recommendations. The second experiment expresses the same intuition, in the reverse
order: Netix recommendations based on del.icio.us proles are used as input to obtain
recommendations for Last.fm resources.
The performance of the system in these four experiments was found to be very similar
to it's corresponding performance in producing single domain recommendations for the
nal recommendation domain in each experiment. Moreover, the predictive accuracy
of the algorithm varies very slightly in the latter two experiments (where Netix is
used as an intermediate domain) than when recommendations between Last.fm and
del.icio.us are produced directly. This indicates that the Netix recommendations in
both cases capture the information present in the original proles very well. In addition,
recommendation for del.icio.us resources were found to be the most accurate when Netix
is used as an intermediate domain, even in comparison to the algorithm's single{domain
recommendation accuracy in the same domain.
Thus, it was argued that cross{domain recommendations using the framework presented
herein, are not only feasible but can be expected to be of similar quality to those pro-
duced by only considering a single recommendation domain. Further, as shown by our116 Chapter 6 Conclusions
evaluation of recommendations from the del.icio.us domain, the adoption of a cross{
domain recommendation paradigm by a RS can even prove benecial in terms of pre-
dictive accuracy over recommendations using proling features from the same domain.
In summary, this dissertation has provided evidence towards the claims that each of the
main requirements identied in the beginning of this chapter have been fullled by the
proposed framework.
6.3 Directions for future work
As is the nature of research, a number of questions were raised when various aspects of
the work presented here was being carried out. Due to time constraints not all have been
addressed. This section provides an overview of issues that warrant further examination.
While Wikipedia was judged adequate for use as the universal vocabulary in our ap-
proach, it is far from an ideal match to the denition. A number of problems have been
identied in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.4, relating to the presence of articles which carry little
information, but are very well connected to articles that represent domain resources.
This problem was found to be most acute when user proles are very large, as such
uninformative articles can be the only ones the majority of proling elements shares
connections to.
One way to address the problem, would be to identify such Wikipedia articles, and ex-
clude them from the recommendation process. While a number of metrics can be used
to support the identication of uninformative articles, the selection of method and cor-
responding thresholds must be carried out carefully, as potentially valuable information
could easily get discarded.
In an attempt to rectify the issue, the initial denition of likelihood (the conditional
probability for reaching nodes in the graph that represent the user's prole, given a
resource assessed for recommendation) was revised. However, the system was found to
suer from the same eects using the revised denition when extremely large proles
were used. Therefore, it could be benecial to revise the denition further by adding a
parameter which would depend on the size of the prole used.
A great amount of emphasis is placed here on the size of the proles used. It was
speculated that by allowing users to select small subsets of their proles, based on
contextual attributes specic to their current recommendation needs, would alleviate the
eects of this issue. This claim has not been evaluated directly however, as a sucient
number of Semantic Logger users had not been available. However, the recommendation
component of the system had not been available when users were rst requested to
subscribe. Now that it is, it would be prudent to make large eorts in promoting the
system to potential users, as it may provide an added incentive for people to subscribe.Chapter 6 Conclusions 117
If that is successful, the collected data can then be used to assess the validity of the
speculations made.Bibliography
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